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Young Wild West's Ready Rifle
OR, THE BULLET THAT FOUND A MARK
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.-The Celebration at Stout's Ranch.
"Well Et what do you think of that? I reckon
we stru~k it just right when we dec!ded to _tak~
the trail that led to the southwest this mornmg.
The speaker was Young Wild West, the wellknown Boy Hero and Champion Deadshot of t~e
West and his remarks were addressed to his
golde n-haired sweetheart, Arietta Mu_rdock. The
two had just reached the brow of a hill, and they
had suddenly come upon a picturesque as well as
pleasant sight for less than a mile away a number of cowboys .and cowgirls were to be seen
riding about upon the level prafrie, close to a
W'ld,,
ranch.
"It must be a celebration of some sort, 1 ,
Arietta answered, as she nodded approvingly at
the scene before them. "They are having a good
time, anyhow."
Then she turned in the saddle and beckoned for
tl-1ose who were following them at a short distance
to hurry to the top of the hill. The latter were
Cheyenne Charlie, the well-known Governm~nt
scout, and his wife, Anna; Jim Dart, a Wyomm_g
hoy, about the same age as our hero, and. his
sweetheart Eloise Gardner, and the two Chinamen who V:ere employed by Young Wild West and
his friends as servants.
The two couples urged their horses to a faster
pace while the Chinamen kept on as they had
been'. riding at the time leading the two loaded
pack-horses behind the~. Waiting for the two
Chinamen to .come up, they then set out at a ,canter, straight for the spot where the co:Vboys. fun
was going on. AttirE;d in a fancy hun_tmg-~mt ~rf
buckski11, his long, light chestnut han· flym2: m
the wind, Young Wild West sho~ed up for _JUSt
what he was-a graceful and dashing young nder,
who knew not what fear was, and who wa~ ever
ready to lend a helping hand to th_ose deservmg of
it. The clean-limbed sorrel stallion he rode was
a splendid animal, and added greatly to the pleas.
.
.
ing picture.
Arietta, who wore a combmation huntmg a;1d
riding costume, was mounted on a cream-wh!te
broncho, and as she rode along close at the_ side
of her dashing young lover, even the ordrnary
observer would have been compelled to e?'press
admiration for the couple surely were typical of
the Wild West. Not far behind them ca1:1e Chey~ e Charlie and his wife. Jim and Eloise close1

ly followed the scout and his wife and as all wore
costumes of a similar nature the picture was made
more perfect. The two Chinamen were attired in
the costumes so common to their race. They were
typical Chinamen, too, and to look at them one
would have never thought that they were anything
more than very ordinary celestials. But a mistake would have been made in thinking this, especially as far as one of them was concerned.
He was Hop Wah, and was famed for his
sleight of hand tricks, practical joking and cleverness in general. His brother, for the two were
brothers, was named Wing Wah. He was a quiet
sort of heathen, but understood cooking thoroughly, and so filled the bill. Hop and Wing were
just as pleased as the rest were when they saw
they were so cl0,se to a ranch, and that cowboy
sports were being indulged in near it. Th&re
were about twenty cowboys galloping about on
the level tract of grassland and half a dozen
girls, who seemed to be enjoying the sport immensely. Standing on the ground near them were
three elderly couples, who no doubt were ranehmen and · their wives, while under the trees in
front of the ranch house a big table was spread,
the white cloth showing plainly in the distance.
A couple, who were mounted upon speedy bronchos, was now seen galloping towarcl them. It
did not take very long for the meeting to occur,
and as the advancing couple rode up they reined
in their horses and then the cowboy called out:
"Hello, strangers! You're a little late but I
reckon it's all right. Come on an' jine us. We're
celebratin' ther twenty-fifth anniversary of Blll
Stout's wecldin'."
He ,took off his hat and swung it vigorously
over his head, while he let out a cowboy yell. The
girl joined him in doing this, and then Cheyenne
Charlie, unable to restrain himself, let himself
out, too.
"We are pleas.ed to accept your invitation, my
friend," Young Wild West declared, as he rode
forward and accepted the hand the cowboy offered him. "My name is Young Wild West.''
l'Git out!" exclaimed the cowboy, turning to his
fair companion in surprise. "What do yer think
of that, Jane'? It's Young Wild West, ther Chamnion Deadshot, what we've heard so much talk
about. Jest shake hands ·with him, Jane. You're
my gal, and we're goin' ter be married soon, but
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I reckon I ·won't be a bit jealous. Shake hands
with Young Wild West."
The girl urged her horse forward, slightly, and
did not hesitate to do this.
"I am Jane Stout, the oldest daughter of Bill
Stout, who owns this ranch," she said, in the
breezy way so common to the people of •both sexes
of that region.
"Very glad to make your acquaintance, Miss
Stout," and then Wild quickly introduced her to
his companions.
"I forgot to say that his name is Rance Davis,"
and Jane Stout nodded and smiled as she pointed
out her lover. "He is the foreman of our neighbor's ranch, the other side of the timl>er over
there."
"That's who I am, ladies an' gents," the cowboy
declared, blushingly. "If yer don't mind, I'll
shake hands with all of yeT."
No one minded, of course, so the peiformance
was soon gone through with. As Rance Davis
finished up with Jim Dart, he looked at the two
Celestials curiously, and then said:
"Have theT heathens got names, too?''
"Oh, yes," our hero laughingly replied. "That
one on the piebald broncho iR Hop Wah, and the
other is Wing Wah."
"Velly nicee day, so be," Hop spoke up, at the
same time taking off his hat and making a low
bow.
"You have got that jest right, heathen. It
couldn't have been a better one if it had been
made ter order, jest fol' this here celebration.
Well, I reckon you two galoots will come in handy
to make fun for ther boys an' gals. Heathens
ain't seen much around here, an' some folks kin
enjoy a good laugh jest by lookin' at sich fellers
as you are."
. "Lat allee light. Me velly smartee Chinee, so
be. My blother allee samee foolee Chinee."
"Shet up!" roared Cheyenne Charlie, as though
he was angry at what the Chinaman said. "Don't
go ter tellin' how smart yer are. Jest wait an'
let 'em find it out for them selves."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie," and Hop Wah became very meek instantly.
"We seen yer comin', an' me an' Jane was appointed a committee ter ride out an' escort yer
over," Rance Davis observed, as he again turned
and addressed the dashing young· leader of the
party. "Come right on, now. It's lucky yer
come afore grub-time. - We're goin' ter set down
to a mighty fine feast of roast -chicken an' all ther
fixin's at five o'clock. It's jest about four now, so
you have got plenty of time, after all."
Our hero and h¼, friends again thanked the
couple for the fnyi,tation that had been extended
to them, and then they all set out to join the
happy crowJ that had gathered in front of the
ranch h,rnse. As they· rode up the cowboys and
girl..; who were mounted formed a line and 1·ode
out to meet them. As they got close to them the
c,)]umn split in the middle _a nd then they rode
completely around them, all the while waving
their hats and cheering a welcome. When they
finally came to a halt, Rance Davis rode out, and
addTessed the gatheTing as follows:
"Ladies an' gents, I have ther honor an' pleasuTe of introducin' Young Wild West an' his pards,
an' ther rest "hat's with him. You have all
heard of Young Wild West, thex Champion Dead-

shot. J::Iere he fa right here afore yer. Now, then,
I reckon he'lJ give yer a little speech. Hooray!''
That they were surprised to hea, th'lt Young"
Wild West was there was evident, for there was
a short silence, durin_g- which they looked at each
other and nodded. Then the owner of the ranch
proposed three cheers for Young Wild West and
his friends, which were given in true cowboy
fashion. As ,oon as he got a chance Wild introduced his companion:,. calling each by name, and
not omitting the two Chinamen. Then the ranchman who had greeted them in such a friendly
way informed them that he was Bill Stout, and
that he was responsible for the gay gathering
there. It took him fully ten minutes to intmduce
all those present, and when he was done it was
doubtful if our friends -could have called manv of
them by name. But it was all right. There " 'ere
no formalities about it, for that was not the style
of the people in that part of the country. Twenty
minutes later our friends felt perfectly at home,
and when Bill Stout came up to them and told
them there was going to be a shooting match before supper, and .asked them to take part in it,
Wild consented without any hesitation.
"Of course, none of ther boys will stand much
of a show with ther Champion Deadshot of ther
West," Stout declared, smilingly. "But that's all
Tight. Maybe yer kin give 'em a few points,
Young Wild West. Anyhow, you'll l>e sure ter
win ther first prize."
"No," the boy answered, shaking his head. "I
will not compete for a prize. Don't count me in
on that, Mr. · Stout. If you want me to I will take
part in the shooting, but no prize for me. That
is the only way I will have it."
"You come right on an' jine in ther shootin',
Young Wild West"' Rance Davis called out. "If
you beat ther whole bunch of us, ther prize
oughter be yours. I Teckon- there ain't nobody
here as would object ter your takin' it."
"No, no,'' came the shout from the cowboys.
"Well, if you are going to insist on that, I must
decline to take part in the shooting."
"Let him have his own way, boys," the ranchman spoke up. "I reckon yer all want ter see
Young Wild West shoot. You have heard a lot
about him, so go al1ead an' start up ther match."
"Yes, go right ahead, Davis," our hero added,
quickly. "When you have competed for the prize,
and the winner has received it, then I will give an
exhibition of some fancy shooting, and not until
then."
Wilt! spoke emphatically, and they all seemed to
know that it would be useless to try and persuade
him, so the result was that the preparations for
the shooting-match went ahead rapidly. Rance
Davis tried to persuade Charlie and Jim to enter
for the prize, but they refused declai·ing that they
would not feel entitled to it if they happened to be
the winner.
"You fellers go right ahead jest as if we
wasn't here," the scout said. "You're all neighbors, an' are ther real invited guests. We jest
happened along by accident, an' that's why we
couldn't think of shoot.in' for a prize. But I
reckon Wild will show yer somethin' that will
make yer all open your eyes, after you git done.
As Stout said a little while ago, he might _give
yer a few points at fancy shootin'."
"Hold on, Charlie," spoke up our hero, with
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a lanr;h. "Don't make them think that there is
anything at all wonderful about me. Just because I hsppen to be a pretty good shot don't say
that I am the champion of all the West. There
may be plenty who can do just as well as I can.
Just because I haven't met them all don't say
that I am at the top o:f. the heap."
"Well, I heard a feller down in Barstow say
that you had shot ag'in a whole lot of deadshots,
an' that yer had beat 'em all easy," said Bill
Stout. "Yer never got beat once, he said, an' if
that's ther case I don't see why ver don't want
ter be ther Champion Deadshot of ther West."
"Well, I don't care what you call me," and our
hero laughed. "But I want you to know that I
never gave myself any such title, that's all. I
can't help what my friends call me."
"Oh, it's all right, anyhow, Youn,g Wild West.
You're goin' ter show us somethin' in ther line
of shootin' that's worth while, an' I know it."
"Well, I will do my best, Mr. Stout."
Tomato cans certainly make pretty good targets for cowboys, and as there was quite a collection of them on the ranch, two of the men rode
out and began dropping them upon the ground
at a distance of probably three feet apart. These
were to be shot at by the cowboys as they rode
along at full speed, and those who made the best
showing were to compete in the final shooting,
which was to be arranged by Bill Stout, the master of the ceremonies, in any way he saw fit.
About a dozen of the cans were strewn along the
ground, and then Stout called upon Rance Davis to
lead off and show what he could do. It was just
then that Davis gave a shout, and pointed off to
the left.
"Here comes Jack Royal an' his pards. Royal
has sartinly got a Jot of nerve ter show up here,
since he oughter know he's been accused of bein'
a horse thief. Boys, I reckon there's goin' ter
be trouple."

CHAPTER IL-Some Wondel"ful Shooting.
Young Wild West and his friends turned their
gaze toward the horsemen who were approachlng.
There were five of them, and by their· appearance
seemed to be ordinary cowboys. But the exclamation of surprise that came from the lips of
Rance Davis made them not a little interested.
"A horse thief, eh?" the young deadshot said,
looking at Davis.
"Wel1, that's what we think he is," was the
reply. "Th~re's been quite a few horses stole in
these parts in ther last month, an' suspici-on
points towanl Jack Royal an' his gang. They're
all mighty tough customers, too an' Jack is a regular man-eater when he gits started. He's sorter
got it in for me, an' I suppose that's why he's
comin' hel"e. He's either seen us here or else
heard that ther celebration was goin' ter be today, and so he's got ther nerve ter come over.
Well, I s'pose none of us kin arl"est him, 'cause
we ain't got no proof that he ever stole a horse,
even though we're mighty sure in our own minds
that he did. But if he goes to lookin' for trouble
around here he's likely to hear from me right
smart."
"He would be a blamed fool to come over here
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an' pick a muss, I reckon," Cheyenne Charlie ob~erved, with a shrug of his shoulders. "But we'll
soon find out what he's up ter. I reckon we had
better put off ther shootin'-match till them galoots gits here."
"That's jest what we'll do, Cheyenne Charlie,"
the ranchman exclaimed. "We'll see what Jack
Royal wants. After he's told us he'll git his orders ter leave here mighty quick. I don't want
him an' his ga11g a1·ound here, an' I ain't goin' ter
have him, either. That settles tl1at."
Many remarks were made as the horsemen came
galloping- toward the gathering in front of the
ranch house. Presently they- reached the spot,
and as they brought their horses to a halt one of
them took off hat in a jaunty manner and called
out:
"Hello, everybody! I reckon there must be
something goin' on here. Bill Stout, yer ain't
got no objections ter us stayin' here an' lookin'
on, have yer?"
"Is tl1at what yer·' come hel"e for?" Stout retorted, ang1·ily, as he stepped toward the speaker.
"Why, yes, Bill. There ain't no harm in that,
is there?"
"Well, you ain't wanted here, so you kin take
it by that what you have a mind ter."
"Oh, I understand, Bill. Some one has been
tellin' lies about u_.-c;, an' you believe ther lies.
Well, this here talk about me an' my pards takin'
horses what don't belong ter us ain't true. I'd
like ter see any one come an' tell me right to my
face that I'm a horse thief."
No one made a reply to this, and with a triumphant nod of his head, Jack Royal continued:
"There ain't no use of \'OU feelin' sore ag'in
me jest 'cause you have i1eard some 1bad talk
about me, Bill Stout. I reckon we'll stay here
a while an' what what's goin' on."
"Let them stay a while," Wild whispered to the
ranchman. "I think they are up to something,
so we'll try and find out what it is."
"Jest as you say, Young Wild West," so Stout
said no more to the leader of the gang that was
accused of being horse thieves, but turned to
Rance Davis and exclaimed:
"Now, then, yer kin go ahead with ther shootin'-match. Jest remember, Rance, that ther winner is goin' ter git a fine silver watch. I bought
it two weeks ago jest for this very purpose, an'
I 'want ter give yer all a fair show ter win it.
When I fire a shot you light out as fast as your
pony kin git over ther ground, an' see how many
of them tomato cans yer kin hit. You're only
to use twelve shots in <loin' it, so if you have
got your two guns ready, light out when yer hea~
ther signal."
"All right, Bill," the young cowboy foreman
answered. "Let her go!"
Crack! As the report sprang out, Davis put
spurs to his horse and went galloping swiftly
towal"d the string of cans that were scattered
over the level prairie.
Crack! He fired at the first one, and as it
rolled over every one knew he had hit it. His
sweetheart led in a chee1·, and thus encouraged,
Davis fired again. The second one was hit, too,
and then it began to look as though the young
foreman would stand a good show to win the
prize. But the third and fourth shots he missed.
The fifth can spun along the ground as he fired
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at it but the sixth was misse<l. He kept on until
he had exhausted the chambers of both revolvers,
with the result of having hit seven out of a possi,ble twelve.
Davis was cheered roundly as he came galloJ?ing back, and he no doubt felt very proud of his
achievement. To hit seven such small objects
out of twelve shots while a horse is going at a
full gallop is no easy thing to do, and ev.ery one
knew it.
"That feller kin shoot putty good, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie observed, nodding to our hero.
"Quite well, Charlie," was the 1·eply.
"But I'll -bet you could hit twelve cans in twelve
shots. I think I could hit as many as ten my•
self."
,
"I don't doubt that you could hit as many as
ten, Charlie. I might hit all twelve if I tried
very hard, but I wouldn't want to say that I
would be sure of doing it."
"Well, if any one wants ter make a bet, I'm
their man. I know yer kin do it, Wild."
"Well, don't offer to bet with any of these peo•
pie here, Charlie, for if you <lo I won't attempt
such a thing. We'll wait till they all get done,
and then I'll show them what I can <lo. with the
tomato cans." ·
There were eight men who had entered the
shooting contest, and after tne ranchman had inspected those that Rance Davis had hit he called
for the next cowboy to get ready. The signal
shot was fired, and away he went, popping away
rapidly as his horse carried him swiftly along the
line. But he made a failure of it, since he onl.)l
hit three cans out of a possible twelve.
The third man did better than that, making his
score. Then the fourth tied Davis with seven.
The best any of the rest could do was six out
of the twelve, so that left it a tie between Davis
and the other cowboy, who was called Billy.
Billy was a good-natured fellow, and rather
small in stature, but no doubt scrong and healthy.
He had a pretty keen eye, and it was easy fo-r
our friends to guess that he was a pretty good
shot when he tried real hard.
"I reckon ther tie will have to be shot off,
boys," Bill Stout calle4 out. "After th~t's set~led,
then I'm goin' ter give yer s-omethin' a little
harder, an' I want all hands ter go in for it.
Ther winner of ther tie will have tber number
of shots he makes ter bis credit, which will give
him a big start in ther rest of what I'm goin' ter
. let yer do. But that's all right. It's fair an'
square, an' I want yer ter all do yer best. I may
take a notion ter give a second prize of ten
dollars, if any one comes putty close to ther
winner."
He was cheered roundly for saying this, and
Davis mounted his bronch~ and got ready for his
second attempt. .This time he seemed to be more
careful and he hit eight out of the twelve cans.
Billy got seven again, thus losing in the tie.
It seemed that Rance Davis was a very popular
cowboy, anyway, for he was cheered to the echo,
every one joining in except the five visitors who
'had come to the scene without an invitation, and
who were not wanted there. As Davis was receiving the congratulations of his friends, Jack
Royal, who had dismounted when the shooting
began, stepped forward and exclaimed:

"Rance, I'll bet yer ten dollars I kin beat your
score."
"You ain't in this, Jack," was the retort. "I
reckon you heard enough ter know that you ain't
wanted here, anyhow."
"Well, that's all right. But if you're game,
you'll put up ten dollars. But you ain't game,
Rance. You know blamed well I kin beat yer
shootin'."
A warning glance from the ranchman caused
Davis to remain silent. No <loubt he had been
about to accept the rascal's challenge, but when
he found that Stout did not wish him to be refused. Jack Royal flashed a glance at those present, and laughed defiantly.
"Boys," he said, turning to his companions, "I
reckon they all know me putty well here. There
ain't no one in ther bunch as dares ter put up ten
dollars with· me at shootin' at them cans."
"See here, you slippery-lookin' galoot," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, walking toward Royal,
"are you a crack shot with a gun ? "
"Well, something like that, I reckon, stranger,"
was the retort.
"Do you call yourself a champion, or anything
like that?"
"I sartinly do."
"An' you have got ten dollars that you don't
mind losin' ? ''
"I sartinly have. I've got a hundred, for that
matter."
"Well, I've .g ot that much, too. Put up your
money, if ther •b oss ain't got no objections, an'
me an' you will try it out."
"I ain't got no objections, Cheyenne Charlie,"
the ranchman called out, quickly. "Go right
ahead."
"Bill, you kin hold ther money," Royal declared,
as he produced a fat-looking wallet from his
breeches pocket. "I reckon I ain't afraid ter
trust you."
"That's more than I would say about you," was
the reto1-t.
"Well, that's all right. You mustn't believe
everything you hear about me, Bill."
Wild said nothing as Charlie covered the
money. He knew quite well that the man would
have to be a good one to beat the scout, and if
Charlie lost his money it was strictly l1is own
affair.
"Don't let that man beat you, Charlie,'' Anna
said, as she ran up to her husband and touched
him on the arm. "If you do you will simply make
a fool of yourself before all these people:'
"Don't you wony about that, gal," was the
confident retort. "I kno,v blamed well that I
kin d-o as good as Davis done. an' I feel putty
sartin tha:t this galoot can't do no better."
So there would be no dispute about it, the cans
that had been hit before were replaced by others.
They were shown to the two contestants before
they were placed along the line.
"Royal," said the ranchman, "as you're ther
challenger, you'll lead off."
"I'm willin' ter do that, Bill," was the reply,
and he quickly mounted his horse.
"Are yer 1·eady ?"
"Yes."
Crack! Bill Stout's 1·evolver was discharged
instantly, and away Jack Royal dashed,
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Crack! The first can went rolling over the
grass as the bullet hit it.
Crack! The second went in the same way.
Crack! The third was missed.
Crack! The fourth one went tumbling over.
Then he continued firing at the line of cans
until his twelve shots had been exhausted, with
the result that he had hit nine of them. Stout
sent two of his men out to gather up the cans,
and after it had been settled satisfactorily to all
that nine of the twelve had been -pierced by the
bullets Jack Royal had fired at them, Cheyenne
Charlie was called up.
"Jest wait a minute," Stout said. "I forgot
ter have more cans put out for yer."
"All right, I kin wait," the scout answered.
"I ain't in no hurry. I ain't gittin' nervous by
waitin' here, an' don't yer forgit it."
This was said as he glanced in a sarcastic way
at Royal.
"Go ahead, pard," was the retort. "Of course
yer ain't nervous. It don't pay ter git nervous
when you're out for a hundred dollars, I reckon.''
It was not long before everything was in readiness, and then as the shot was fired by the ranchman, Charlie went galloping along· the line of
cans.
Crack! The first one bounded from the ground
as the bullet hit it.
Crack! The second one spun over and rolled
several feet from the spot it had been resting.
Crack! The third went -tumbling over, and so
it kept on until all ,b ut the last one failed to move
as the twelfth shot was fired.
"Eleven of 'em, by jingo!" exclaimed Stout,
joyfully. "Rance, I reckon Cheyenne Charlie has
sorter got ther bulge on you."
"Sartinly he has," the cowboy foreman answered, in a matter-of-fact way. "I never had
no idea I could shoot as good as Young Wild West
an' his two pards. I'll bet that Young Wild West
kin knock over ther whole twelve."
"Royal, you're ther loser," said Stout, turning
to the defeated man. "Ther money goes to Cheyenne Charlie."
"Cp.eyenne Charlie, eh?" and the man accused
of being a horse thief looked sharply at the scout.
"That's jest who he is."
"I s'pose that kid is Young Wild West, then?"
He poh1ted to our hero as he spoke.
"You have got that jest right, too, Royal."
"Well, I've heard somewhat about them people.
Young Wild West is s'posed to be ther Champion
Deadshot of ·ther West, ain't he?"
"Right again, Royal. You're a mighty good
guesser, it seems."
"Well, I lost ther bet all right but I don't care
nothin' about that. I wasn't half tryin'. I've
got another hundred ter bet that I kin do a stunt
that no one here kin come up ter, not even Young
Wild West."
"Here yer are!" exclaimed the scout, quickly,
handing out a hundred dollars to the ranchman.
"Cover that, if yer think you're so smart."
"Oh, I'll cover it, all right. · Don't worry about
that, Che:;-enne Charlie."
He did so, and then after reloading the ehambers of his bn1ce of revolvers he announced that
he was in readiness to !:<how his stunt.
"I'm g-oin ' te1· have one of my pards to "ide
ahead of me an' chuck up the1· cans for m~ er
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shoot at," he said, looking at Wild in a way that
told that he felt pretty certain that the boy would
be stumped at that sort of a game.
"You mean to hit them while thev are in the
air, then?" Wild asked.
"That's it, kid. Did yer ever <lo anything like
that?"
"Yes, I have done a little of that kind of shooting."
The cool and easy way the boy had in speaking
surprised Jack Royal somewhat. But he did not
lose any of his confidence, and when one of his
men was handed an armful of empty cans he told
the ranchman he could give the signal to start
whenever he liked.
"I reckon there ain't no need of wastin' a shot
ter start yer," Stout said. "You have got ter
send your man on ahead, anyhow. But he ain't
got more than half a dozen cans."
"Well, that will be enough. I have got twelve
shots ter hit 'em. I kin shoot as many times as
I like at one can, yer know."
"All right, go ahead."
At a word from Royal his partner rode away
at a gallop. After him went the man who was
going to do such a great stunt. It was evident
that the two had practiced at that sort of thing
before, for the man a11ead threw the cans up
accurately. Royal fired at th~m as fast as they
went up, and it was seen by the spectators that
he hit more than one of them. After the last
can had gone into the air, and he had fired twice
at it, Jack Royal eame galloping back. He took
off his hat and bowed, as though he had performed something wonderful.
"I hit four of ther six. an' I know it," he de~ared.
This proved to be correct, for when the cans
were brought in the bullet-holes showed in that
number.
"Well," said our hero, as all eyes were turned
upon him, "I suppose it is for me to show what I
can do now. As I don't want to see Cheyenne
Charlie Jose his money, I will have to do my
best."
The scout mounted his horse to assist him, and
with a fresh supply of cans, he started off when
Wild gave the word. The young. deadshot was
right in his element now, and with a revolver in
each hand he fired at the cans as fast as Charlie
threw them up, sometimes taking two shots at
them. The spectators shouted every time he fired,
for they could see that he hit the mark each time.
"I reckon you have lost, Jack Royal," said
Wild, as he came galloping back. "You will find
a bullet-hole in each of four of the cans, while
in the other two there are two apiece."
"Like fun yer will," sneered the defeated rascal.
"Do yer mean ter say you hit two of ther cans
twice?"
"That's just what I mean to. .say."
Charlie gathered up the eans as he came back,
and as he threw them upon the ground before
the crowd there was a rush fot them. Jack Royal
seized one of them, which had two holes in it,
and quickly threw it in the pile that had already
been used.
"Hold on," said Wild. in his cool and easy way,
"I reckon that can belongs in this bunch."
As he picked it up, Royal stepped fo...,,..ard and
knocked it from his hand.
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"No, yer don't," said he. "That ain't ther one
I threw there. Here it is," and he picked up
one that had not been hit at all.
Wild stepped back a pace and Taised himself
to his full height.
"My friend," said he, speaking rather slowly,
"I understand that you are' accused of being a
horse thief, but I haven't anything to say on tnat
point. I ~ay right to your face. however, that
you art a contemptible trickster. You can't fool
me in this way, n·o r you can't fool any one else
here. Now, then, pick up the can you threw from
thfa pile and place it right where it belongs. I
will give you just twenty seconds to do it in, too."
The color fled from Royal's face and his fingers
clenched. But it wa only for a second. Then
he turned and picked up the can and placed it on
the ground along with the rest our hero had shot
at.
"There you are, Youn_g· Wild West," said he,
speaking quite coolly. "I reckon you're a sorter
dangerous feller ter joke with. I only done that
for fun. I knowed yer hit two of ther tomater
cans twice."

CHAPTER III.-Our Friends Give an Exhibition
in the Shooting Line.
Young Wild West was not a little surprised at
Jack Royal's action. He had expected him to
fight, and he was ready for it. He was well
satisfied that the man was anything but a coward,
and to see him change so suddenly was something
he had not expected. But the boy never once lost
his coolness.
"You simply did it for a joke, then, did you?"
he asked.
"Yes, but you couldn't see it that way," was
the reply.
"Well, all right. We'll let it drop, then."
"Sartinly. Don't think I wanted ter start a
row with yer. I reckon I wouldn't do that even
if I had a grudge ag'in yer. What show would
I have with a big crowd ag'in me?"
"Well, I don't think the crowd would interfere,
but since you say you only meant it for a joke,
we'll let it go at that. You can look at the tomato cans and satisfy yourself that I beat you,
tf you like."
"I don't need ter look 'em over, Young Wild
West. I seen yer hit every one of 'em, an'. two
of 'em twice. Ther money belong-s to Cheyenne
Charlie. That makes two hundred dollars I've
1ost, but I ain't broke yet."
Bill Stout promptly handed the scout the stake
money. Every one there was well satisfied now
that Jack Royal was a very cool fellow. Hardly
any one doubted his intention. 11owever, and that
he meant to get the cans mixed up so it would
be difficult to tell just how many Wild had hit.
But he had turned it off in such a clever way that
they felt bound to give him the credit of being
very cool and quick to think. But it is ~afe to
say that no one thought any more of him for
what he had done.
"Is there anything else you would like ter bet
on, Royal?" the scout asked, smiling- grimly at
the loser.
"Not j,;,~t now. I'll meet yer some time later,

maybe, an' then I'll ask for a chance ter win my
money back."
"All right. I reckon I'll accommodate you in
any way yer want it clone."
Royal nodded to his men, and then walI?ng
over to h.is horse he mounted and rode away with-.
out a word. His four companions followed and
the crowd watcher! them until they were well
away from the spot. The,1 Bill Stout took off his
hat and shouted:
"Three cheers for Young Wild West, ther
Champion Deadshot!"
The cheers were given with a will, though Wild
motioned for them to stop, as he did not like it.
"It's all right. ladies and gentlemen," he said,
when he was able to make himself heard, "but
this cheering business isn ·t altogether right. I
am not entitled to it. I just showed that fellow
what I could do, that's all. Now. then. Mr. Stout,
go ahead with the shooting-match. ~ am anxious
to see who wins the prize."'
"All right, we'll go right ahead with it. Boys,
git ready. I want yer ter do some of ther kin<l
of shootin' yer jest seen Young \7\[ild West an'
Jack Royal do. This time Rance Lewis is goin'
last."
But no one offered to take part except the cowboy called Billy, who, no doubt, thought he stood
a chance. He promptly called upon one of his
friends to throw up the cans for him. and when
he was ready they started off over the prairie.
Six times Billv fired and he hit four out of a
possible six. He was cheered roundly for what
he had done, and as he rode back the smile on Ms
face showed that he felt that he had a good
chance of getting first prize yet. Davis had
beaten him by one shot in the former trial, and
if he should fail to come up to him now they
would be tied again, unless he made such a bad
showing that he would be declared a loser.
Jane Stout whispered to her lover, encouragingly, and he mounted his horse. determined to
do as well as his competitor. But he failed to
hit but three of the six cans. and this Teally left
it a tie. Ranchman Stout g:rinned as he faced
the two aspirants, and nodding to them, he said:
"Well, boys, I reckon you're about evenly
matched in this game of shooting'. Now, then,
I'm goin' ter let Young- Wild West settle it as
ter how the winne1· is to be selected."
"I'd rather not do that, Mr. Stout." our hero
spoke up. "You go ahead and let them shoot off
the tie the way you think best. I mig-ht suggest,
however that they g--0 at it the same way as they
did just now, and that the first man who misses
is declared a loser."
"That's a mighty g-ood idea. That's ther way
we'll do it, then. You kin be ther jedge."
"Well, it will not be necessarv to have any
judge, since all will easily see who misses first."
Both Davis an<l Billy were satisfied to this
arrangement, so Billy set out again and missed
the first can that was tossed into the air. He
pr-0mptly came back, looking- rather mortifie<l.
Davis felt confident now, but luck was against
him, it seemed, for when he pulled the trigger
for the first shot the cartridge failed to explode.
He did not attempt to ride on and take another
shot, for he knew he had had his chance.
"It's a tie yet, I reckon,'' spoke up Cheyenne
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Charlie. "But say, what kind of cartridges are
you usin' ?''
"Tber kir.d we always buy over at ther settlement," was the reply.
"Well, I always use ther U. M. C. brand. I.,
that ther kind you have got?''
"No, I reckon not."
"Well, here, jest take 11alf a dozen of my
cartridges an' load your gun with 'em. I'll guarantee none of 'em won't miss when you pull ther
trig_g-er."
"I always use ther U. M. C. h1·and," spoke up
Billy. "I never had them ter fail on me yet."
Davis accepted the cartridges from the scout
and quickly reloaded the chambers of his revolver.
"Go ahead, Billy," the ranchman called out.
The cowboy did so, and at thi; first shot he hit
the target. The second he missed. so he came
riding back and acted as thoug'h he felt that his
competitor could no better.
But Davis was determined now. and as he fired
he hit the can squarely. As the second went up
he fired again, with the same result.
"Hooray! hooray!" yelled Ranchman Stout, who
seemed to be greatly pleased at having his prospective son-in-law win the pl'ize. "You're ther
winner, Rance. Billy was a mighty close second,
though, an' I'm goin' ter give him a ten-dollar
gold-piece for second prize.''
As the triumphant youne: man came riding
back he was cheered to the echo. Billv rode up
to him, and as he dismounted, gripped him by
the hand.
"I take off my hat to . yer, Rance," he said.
"You beat me fair an' square, an' I'm mighty
well satisfied."
The two shook hands heartily, and then Stout
stepped forward and presented them with the
prizes. The silver watch was nrobably worth
about twenty-five dollars, and Davis seemed to
think it a great prize indeed.
Billy accepted the ten dollars cheerfully, at the
same time declaring that he would spend it in
having a good time with his friends when they
went over to the settlement again.
"What time is it, Rance?" the ranchman asked,
with a g-rin.
"Jest five o'clock," was the replv.
"Well, that was ther time set for us tel' eat
supper. But I've jest thought of somethin', an'
it ain't _g-oin' ter take long, either, ter do it.
Young Wild West an' his pards an' ther gals with
'em has all got rifles. Why can't we !"it 'em ter
show us some good shootin' with rifles?"
"We'll do that, Mr. Stout," our hero called out,
qµkkly. "I have got a-mighty fine shooting 1:ifle
here. It is a Remington, and has never failed
me yet. At three hundred yards I generally hit
exactly what I shoot at, thoug·h I can shoot much
farther and hit the mark. too."
"Well if ' vou rlon't mind showin' us what yer
kin do ;t three hundred yards. 1ro ahead, Young
Wild West. But I'd like ter see them gal~ take
a shot apiece, too."
"Well they shall do it first. But a hundred
yards will be far enough for them, I think. Can
you fi..x up a target?''
"You kin bet your life we'll do that. I'll go an'
git a plate from ther table over there apd put
it in ther crotch of that tree. Then yer km pace
off a hundred yards. If one o[ them gals kin hit

'j

ther plate at that distance. I'll call -it a n.i,<:"l.t.V
fine. shot."
Arietta smiled at this, and the ranch1rn.m saw
her.
''I reckon you think you kin hit it, ..4i] right,
miss," he observed.
"Oh, yes, Mr. Stout. I am sure any of us can
do it."
.
"I wouldn't put up a plate if I were you,"
spoke up our hero. "We could break up all the
plates you have on the table over there, and then
there would be nothing- left to eat ~from. The
tomato cans will answer the nurnos,i very well.
Take a few over to the tree and out one of them
up. l\'.Iiss Gardner will show you what she can
do first."
A ta1·get was soon arrang-ea., and then the distance paced off. EJ.oise. who was more timid
than either Arietta or Anna, was a little confused
at first, but a word or two from Jim caused her
to take courage, and when she toed the mark and
brought her rifle to her shoulder there was a deep
silence. Eloise took careful aim and nulled the
trigger.
Crang! As the re-port rang- out the can fell
from the tree. The ranchman ran to the spot,
followed by several others.
"Yer hit it putty near to ther ed,re," he called
out. "But it's a mightv g·ood shot. all right.
Now, then, we'll see what ther other e-als kin do."
Wild nodded for Anna to have the next try.
She stepped up and hit the mark a little closer
to the center. She was applauded for her effort,
and then another can was placed in the crotch of
the tree.
Arietta stepped forward with the air of confidence she always possessed. whether it was when
she was merely shooting at a mark or shooting
at enemies, which sometimes shll did. She took
a very quick aim and pressed the trigger.
Crang! The can leaped from the tree and went
rolling upon the 2:round.
"Mr. Stout," she called out. as the ranchman
started to pick it up, "I think vou will find that
there is a hole in about the center. this time.'!
"All right, gal," was the replv. and a minute
later, when he picked it uo and examined it he
tossed his hat in the air and shouted:
"Right plumb in ther center. Good for you,
gal! There ain't no one livin' as could do any
better than that."
The girls havin_g- shown what thev could do,
the crowd was now anxious to see Young Wild
West and his partners shoot. Wilrl made the
distance three hundred yard;; thfa time. and Jim
shot first, making a hoie so near the center of
the round bottom of the tin can that it was
almost a perfect bull's-eye. Charlie followed,
shooting at another can, and made a dead center.
"Well, ladies and _g-entlemen.'' said Wild, smiling at the spectators, "I certainlv can't do any
better than that. But just to make what might
seem a difficult shot to you, I will place a nail
in the hole Cheyenne Charlie iust made and see
if I can drive it throug·h into thll tree."
·
The cowboys looked at each other in astonishment when they heard this. Such a shot seemed
wonderful to them. The ranchman was not Jong
in finding a nail, and then Wild went over to the
tree and placed it into the bullet hole that was
in the can so the head protruderl ahout an inch.
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'.V'ith tl1e aid of a couple of matches, he wedged
it there so that if the nail was hit square upon
the head it would dart forward and the point
would become imbedded in the tree. When he
stepped back the required three ·hundred yards
he found that he could see the nail-head quite
plainly, even at such a distance. Rnt. the boy's
eyes were keen, and so used to siP-ht.inp; a mark
was he that he never once doubted hitting it.
His Remington went to his shoulder and after a
quick and careful sight along the barrel he pressed the trigger.
Crang ! Those watching it saw the can move
slightly, but it did not fall from the tree. Every
one in the crowd made a rush for the spot, for
thev were all anxious to see the result of the
l'Shot. The ranchman pulled the tomato can aside,
but could find no trace of the nail.
"I reckon she went right on into ther tree," he
f:aid, as Wild pushed his way to his side. I can't
Ree it."
"Well, we'll see if we can find it, then," and the
boy quickly drew his hunting knife and began
cutting around the hole he found in the tree. He
cnt in about an inch, an<l then the nail-head was
discovered.
"There you are!" he exclaimed, pointing to it.
"Step up and examine it. I reckon I did what
I told yon I was going to do."
Exclamations of surprise and admiration went
up from all hands. Even the ladies wanted to
have a look at the nail which had been driven
into the tree in such a wonderful manner.
"That's ther best shot I ever seen," declared
the ranchman. "No wonder they call yer ther
Champion Deadshot of ther West, Young Wild
West. I'm proud ter have yer with us, blamed
if I ain't."
"Let's tackle ther g-rub now, Bill," another
1·anchman spoke up. "Sich shootin' as we've seen
done has added to my appetite a whole lot. Maybe
rhen we git through with ther supper Young
Wild vVest will give us another exhibition." .
"I am quite willing to do anything you want
;:np to do, I am sure," our hero answered.
There was another cheer, and then they all
i<tarted fo\· the table that was but a short dist :,nee away. The women of the party ran along
ahead and entered the house, and very soon they
came back, carrying the eatables. Stout pulled
\Vild to the head of the table.
"Here's your place!" he exclaimed. "Sit right
down. It was intended for me ter set here, but
I ain't goin' ter do it. I want ther Champion
neadshot to sit right here, an' I want him to eat,
too."
''No. no," protested Wild. "I won't have it that
way, Mr. Stout."
'·Yes, yer will, too. Me an' ther old woman
ii,; ,roin' ter sit right next to each other, on your
right. This affair is in honor of our weddin'
&~niversary, an' I think it will look a whole lot
b0tt.er if we set alongside of each other, instead
of me squattin' down at ther head of ther table."
"I think so, too, Bill," said his wife. "Set
down, Mr-. vVest."
The ranchman fairly forced him down into the
cl1a.ir, so Wild took it as gracefully as he could,
,.rnder the circumstances. It was certainly a
rousing good meal that had been provided by the
1a1,chman and his wife. There was a little of

everything to eat, from• chicken to pound cake,
and milk was the principal beverage, though several of the cowboys poured s0mething into their
glasses from flasks they had in their pockets.
Hop and Wing had been escorted to the house,
and they had their supper along with the help.
All of the cowboys sat at. the long table, but no
doubt some of them felt rather strange, since
they were not in the habit of eating in that style.
For half an hour the guests ate and chatted, and
by that time they were nearly filled up.

CHAPTER IV.-The Horse Thieves.
.When Jack Royal rode away from Stout's ranch
he did so with the intention of returning before
many hours had passed.' He was accused of being
a horse thief, and such was the case. But he
was so clever in getting away with the animals
belonging to the ranchmen and cowboys in that
vicinity that no one had positive proof that he
was the guilty party.
Royal was a very cool hand, and possessed good
judgment. His companions were ignorant men,
who had been brought up to work as cowboys,
and knew but little of the ways of the world,
other than what they came in contact with in
that wild portion of the land, where the ranches
were few and far between, and the settlements
miles and miles apart.
It was Royal who did the planning when there
was to be any thieving done, unless they happened to find a chance on the spur of the moment. Probably the gang· had stolen as many
as twenty-five horses in less than a month, and
as their leader knew just where to dispose of
them at a fair price, they had made considerable
money. They had had work on cattle ranges in
that section, so were known by the cowboys and
ranch.men.
It was a ·bold piece of business for Royal and
his companions t"o ride up to Stout's ranch while
the cele}lration was going on, but t>oldness was
something he prided himself on, and he had
boasted to his companions when they set out that
they would stay there as long as they pleased
and not get into· any trouble at that. He knew
very well that they were suspected of •b eing horse
thieves, but he was confident that no one could
prove it, so that made him feel safe. He had
left two hundred dollars there, too, and this galled
him somewhat. When one of them spoke of this
as they were riding away, he simply shook his
head and said :
"Well, that's all right, Max. Don't you think
that I'll be long gittin1 back that two hundred
dollars, an' a whole lot of interest with it. Do
yer know one thing? We're goin' back to Stout's
after it gits dark to-night. We'll git away with
some horses, an' somethin' else, too. There's no
use in confinin' ourselves jest to horse stealin'
when there's anything in ther way of money
layin' around."
He laughed lightly as he said this, and his
companions nodded approval.
"You're a wonder, Jack," one of them declared,
as he looked admiringly at the leade1·.
"I
thought it was all up with yer when yer undertook ter mix up them cans after that b'oy had
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done ther shootin'. I knowed w 1:1t yer done it
for of course, but I didn't think you would ever
git' out of it as easy as yer did."
"Well that's due ·to my coolness, Brodie. There
ain't nothin' like keepin' cool an' bein' ready ter
do ther rirrht thing at thel' right time. I feel
putty sore against Young Wil1 yve, st, an' fo:r: a
second or two I thought of g1ttm square with
him. But it struck me right away that I wouldn't
stand no s110 w, so I turned it off an' made out
it was a joke."
"An' yer done it mighty nice, too," Brodie declared.
"I
rt· l did B t th t's all right. I'll git
sa ~nthyY · ~-Id
t fol'e I'm a day
1
square WI
oung
es a
i,
nd
older, SE:e if ~ 1on'~- I wo er w;:a~ ~;t y;:im
O
galoot .is dom arnun~ here: a Y
·
t..· ,
what I've heard of him, hes always snoo,,m
t
·
,
t
·
te
fe
'th
sick
fellers
as
us
afrohun dt krym er t1:1 r h r;11Wlt t
run us down·
1 e a es a no 1011, e
ry er
'
th ?ug h ,,h e d 1.d11 't say a word about us bein' horse
thieves
"But· some of ther others did," Max declared,
shaking his head and looking l'ather grave.
"Oh
11 th t
t b expected. Bill Stout
, we , a was O e
thinks sure that we're ther ones who has been
<loin' ther horse stealin' in these parts. He thinks
· t · ht t
b t h can't prove it nor kin
JRes ngD '. oo, u
ee else We do 'our busiance aVJs
or
. k f any on
t · ket h us There's
ness t oo s11c
or any one er
c
·
,
some mightv fine horses over there at Stout s
· t
:iYd
t k notice of that sorrel
1
Jets 1 . now.f y
yowu 1'lda We est's ?"
1ion
s a''I'd
·
like tooung
know who couldn't
take notice of
. h
-·tt
th t"
d M
hook his head
sic a en er as
a , an
ax s
and look_ed back as thou~h he ';,a~te~ to fet another glimpse of the arumal. } d JeS t like ter
have that horse for my ?Wn use:
. ,
"Well, I wouldn't mmd havm' one somethm
·1
hi
b
t
I
.
ld
't
t
that
e
"
the
leader
11 rn m, u
wou n wan
on ,
3:nswer~d. "It wouldn't do. That horse mo~l
l~E:lZ 1~ too well k 1:10wn. :4-ny g~loot. caug
ndm him would be likely teI be nailed m short
order . •I l'eckon th~t horse,,would fetch as much
as a thousa~d dollars, easy.
"Are yer goin' ter try ter git him, Jack?"
"I sartinly am. I'm goin' ter git him an' half
a dozen more, an' maybe a dozen more, this ve:r:y
night. Most likely Young Wild ~est an' his
friends will stay at ther ra1,1ch till to-morrow
mornin'. A whole lot more will stay, too,. 'cause
some of 'em has _g ot too far to go ter strike _out
in ther night. They'll keep on havin' ~ good ?~e
till putty late, an' only them what live~ w1thm
twenty miles will go back hom~. We'll _rid~ o".er
to ther burned ranch an' take 1t_ easy till 1t g~ts
dark. Then I'll tell you fellers what I am gom'
ter do."
The party of villains rode along, and when they
came to a creek they crossed a bridge that was
used by the cowboys, as--the water was too deep
to ford the stream. Once on the other side, they
entered a timber patch and followed a plain trail
for perhaps a distance of five miles from Stout's
ranch. Then, near the edge of the timber at the
other side, they came upon the ruins of a ranch
house. There had been a fire there, and the
house, as well as most of the outbuildings, had
been destroyed by the flames. A good portion of
what had been a commodious barn was left stand-
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ing, and into this the horse thieves rode before
dismounting.
A portion of the ruins was partitioned off, and
leaving their horses .under the shelter that the
roof afforded, they unsaddled them and tied them.
Then sufficient hay was gathered for them, after
which two of them went to a well that was close
to the foundation of the house and, drew water,
so the animals might drink. When this had been
done · they all entered the inclosed part of the
barn. There was plenty of hay piled up here, and
as some blankets were there which belonged to
them, they had good sleeping quarters.
"I reckon the1·e ain't much to eat, boys," said
Royal, as he went to a corner of the barn where
··a number of bridles and saddles were hung "Bu"
we've got a little whisky left, so I reckon ·we ki~
make out. We'll try an' stock up with some eatbl
· ·]
M
a es when we go over t o S tou t' s to-mg
1t.
ost
likely there's enough left for us from that feast
th
h d
• d th • "
ey a spxea
eie.
"That table sartinly looked good. There wa-s
1Ot f
k
• th'
·t" 'd
f th
a
k~ cah _e rn
11:rf 5ihn 1,'
sa\h _one r°rk ~~·
smkac mOg isl f1ps1t· l'k . kieye, sstnyt tmg . I e l s
ca e.
:1-ce
e I e as n
ou er give me a
taste of 1t "
"
:,
d h'
• ,
hi
, Well, its a g~o t mg y_ou· didn ~ ~sk
m,
cause you wouldn t have got 1t. He am t got no
use for us, an' if it hadn't been for Young Wild
W es t , we wou Id n 't h ave b een a 11owe d t er s t ay
the1··e anyhow "
" '
.
·
h
. .
Well, 1t would ave been a good thmg for you
if they had made us light out," ob erved Brodie, a
tw·
· h'is eyes;,
·
"Y ou wou Id11 'th ave Ios t tlia t
. m kl em
two hundred, then.
"Never mind about ther two hundred, Brodie.
Didn't I tell you a little while ago that I was
goin' ter git that back, an' more, too? Well, you
jest wait an' see if I don't do it. I reckon you
k
.
•
now me we11 enouigh to be satisfied that I generally does what I -says I will "
"That's it, Jack. You're ail right. You have
got a head on you what's got more in it than ther
heads of forty ordinary galoots."
·
· "Well, I don't know how much is in my head,"
and Royal laughed as he took off his hat and
rubbed the top of it. "But I reckon I knows putty
well what I'm <loin'. But here's some crackers
an' a ham what we got over at ther Bullhead
Ranch ther other night, when we raided ther
smoke-house there. I don't jest know. what ther
crackers was doin' there, unless they was tryin'
to smoke 'em to keep 'em dry. But there was a
whole barrel of 'em, an' you know that we took
a feed-bag full when we come away. We only had
time ter git two l1ams, 'cause a blamed dog begun
tel' bark jest then, so we had ter light out. But
we got away with four horses, too, an' no one is
ther wiser as to where they went."
"We don't care where they are now, anyhow,
Jack," one of the villains said, with a chuckle.
"We got ther money for 'em."
"Yes, we got fifty dollars apiece for them animals, an' they was worth double it, too. But horse
thieves can't git what a horse is worth when
they sell it. They're generally lucky ter git
half. I'm satisfied ter git that much, anyhow.
Quick sales an' small profits. Ha! ha! ha!"
The villains had no means of making a fire in
the barn, and as they were afraid some one might
see the smoke, anyhow, they did not ear'> to dQ
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:,:o outside. They cut off the ham in thin slices trained, so it was not necessary to be them. They
and ate it raw, but since it had been smoked thor- • simply flung the bridle-reins over their heads and
oughly it was as good as eooked. They ate their permitted them to stand. Wtdle they might stray
crackers and ham, and washed it down with water, a short distance, they certainly would not go far
now and then taking a swallow of whisky from a enough away as to not be found when they were
jug. The repast over with, they all lighted their wanted . .
pipes, regardless of the fact that the hay in the
"Now, then, ther first thing ter do is ter i;ee
barn might catch on fire. But they knew if the what's goin' on at ther house, boys," said Royal.
place bu-rned down they would be without quarters "We have got ter sneak up an' do a little watchin'
in that neighborhood, so they were very careful. an' listenin'. Most likely they're havin' a high
When he had put out his· pipe after half an hour's old time in there. It sounds so by theT noise
i:;moke, Jack Royal lay down upon the hay and they're makin'."
This was indeed a fact. Some of the cowboys
was soon sleeping soundly. The Test g-ot sleepy,
too, then, for as they did most of thei1· thieving were singing just then, and peals of laughter
work under the cover of the darkness they had to could be heard between the lines of the song. All
take the daylight to get their sleep. It must have five of' them took the risk of creeping up close to
been about nine o'clock when the man called· the house. The doors and windows were all open,
Brodie awoke. He was the only one in the party and about every lamp the Stouts had was lighted
who possessed a watch, and striking a match he just then. They could see the 11rowd inside, and
saw the time. The leader had not said just when when they picked out Young Wild West and his
they were going to start for Stout's ranch, but he partners they seemed to feel satisfied that it was
thought it must be about time, so he awoke Royal. all right for them to go ahead with their game.
"Shall we go an' pick out ther horses we want,
"It's nine o'clock, Jack," he said.
"Is that so? Well, I reckon it's high time we Jack?" Brodie whispered.
"Not yet. We want ter git somethin' ter eat,
was off, then. Jest wake up ther rest of ther
boys an' we'll soon light out. You had better yer know. Maybe we kin git hold of some money,
give ther horses another drink afore we start, or somethin' that's of value, too. Come on around
to ther back."
too."
The rest were soon aroused; and in a few minAround to the kitchen they went. This was a
utes they were ready to mount. Th.is they did one-story structui-e that was connecte : with the
right under cover of the barn roof, and then they main house and extended something like twenty
sallied forth on their villainous errand.
•
feet back of it. There was a light burning in
"There ain't no use of talcin' any grub along . the1·e, too, and as Royal stepped noiselessly to a
with us," said Royal, as they turned toward the small window and peered in he saw an old man
woods. "We'U git plenty over at Stout's. If we and a Chinaman playing cards, with a few dollars
git some horses, which I'm mighty sartin we will, lying on the table as the stake. They were ·Hop
we'll have ter keep righ.t on ,:roin' to ther Forks. Wah and old man Higbee, as the reader might
It will take us till after da:vli<rht t , · 't there, too, suppose. In an old-fashioned rocking-chair Higan' if we find our man waitin' for us we'll soon bee's wife was nodding over her knitting, and
git rid of 'em. We'll git ther grub, all right, so sound asleep in another chair was Wing. Jack
we'll leave ther ham an' crackers we've got left Royal grinned as he took in the scene. He knew
who the old couple were, and he also knew that
for ~ome other time."
Whatever the leader said seemed to satisfy the the two Chinamen belonged to Young Wild West's
four men with him. which told plainly that they party. But what interested nim the m9st was
put the utmost confidence in him. Thev rode on the money that was on the table. There was not
through the timber, and soon reached the brid<'e much, to be sure, but he felt that he must have
that spanner! the creek. Cros~inp.- it. they made it before he left the ranch. It happened just
straight for Stout's ranch, riding a long at a p1,etty then that Higbee laid down three kings and scoopfast clip. There " ·as no moon, but the light from ed in the pot.
the stars afforded them the opportunity to see
"You allee samee too muchee for me," he heard
quite a long distance over the level stretch of' the Chinaman say, shaking his head, sadly. "You
nrairie. Soon they were able to see the ranch gottee plenty money, Misler Higbee?"
rouse, which ,vas painted white, and then the big
"I reckon I have got about twenty dollars of
·barn anrl other buildinP.;s loomed un before them. my own, besides what I 've won from you," was
"Come on to ther left. bovs," said Jack Royal, the reply.
as he turned his horse in that direction. "We'll
"Allee light. We play some more, len. Me gotride on around so we'll be sure that no one sees tee plenty money."
us. We kin approach ther house with ther barn
Then Hop displayed a fat wallet, which he
between us an' we kin halt right behind it, I opened and took from it a handful of gi-eenbacks
reckon. It ain't likely there'll be any one out of large denominations. Jack Royal's eyes fairly
there, unless it's -some of ther folk,; g-ittin' their glittered now.
horses to go back. We'll make sure that there
"Doyer see that?" he whispered to Brodie, who
ain't no one there afore we git too clo,e, though. had crept up to his side. "Jest look at that pile
There ain't nothin' like bein' cautious, boys. I've of money, will yer? That's got to be ours, an'
put in enough of this kii1d of business ter know don't yer forgit it. Now, then, tber thing ter do
is ter git hold of that money so as we won't Jet
that putty well."
It happened that they saw no one or heard any- them what's in ther other pa1·t of ther house
thing that would indicate there was anv one at know about it."
tlie barn, so they adhered strictly to Jack Royal's
Hop put the money back in the wallet and then
p .an, and finally dismour.ted right behind the big thrust it into his pocket.
barn. They all possessed horses that were well
"l reckon we'll take ther Chinaman, too," said
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Royal, after he had thought a moment. "Jest
watch me git that l~athen outside here."
Bent upon stealing- the Chinaman's money,.Jack
Royal :,et his brain wor ki ng rapidly. If he could
do as he said and g-et T-Io p outside without attracting the attention of any one in the house, he
would be able to succeed. But this was rather a
difficult fliin~· to do, yet the villain fe lt confident
of accomplishing it. ,
"Brodie.," said he, whispering- to the man who
was at the window with him, "I reckon me an'
you will do this job. Ther rest kin go an' 1git ther
horses ready, an' take a few what rlon't belong
ter us at ther same time. While we'1·e waitin' for
'em to do that we'll jest sneak around an' see if
we kin find some grub ter take along with us."
"All right, Jack," Brodie answered.
The leader started toward the ban1 • Meantime, the game or cards had been resumed, though
the old man was rather foxy and insisted on making the ante low. He had already won a fe w dollars from the clever Chinaman, but it was evident
that he did not intend to risk much in the way of
betting. Hop quickly found that it would take a
long- while to win Hi gbee's money, so he soon became disgusted. The fact was that he did not like
the old man very much, anyhow, since wh at happened at the dinner-table. Higbee had been eagc1'
to have him punished severel y, and he had not
hesitated to tell him so when they met that evening. But he had accepted the invitation to play
draw poker, just the same, and now that he was
a little ahead of the game he was piling it on the
Chinaman rather hard. The old lady had dozed
off, her knitting in her lap, and as Higbee sat opposite him at the table, grinning in a mocking sort
of way, Hop could not resist the temptation to
play another joke on him. He took in a pot with
qbout three dollars in it and then lighted a cigar.
Blowing the Rmoke toward his opponent, he said:
"How you likee lat? It smellee velly good, so
be."
"That cigar do es smell good," was the reply. "I
don't s'pose you have got any more like it, have
yer ?"
"Me gottee two, thlee, but me no givee you one.
Me sellee you one for fifty cents."
"That's too much ter pay for a cigar. I'll give
yer a quarter for a cigar like that one you're
smokin'."
Hop hesitated, and then handed him a cigar, at
the same time being sure that he got the quarter. ·The one he gave him was loaded, but as Higbee had not seen what happened at the barn, he
never once suspected that a trick was being played
upon him. He grabbed the cigar eagerly and
promptly bit off the end and lighted it. Hop got
ready to run outside, for he did not want the old
fellow to get hold of him, for in spite of his age
he was rather powerful. Higbee took a few puffs,
and' then gave a nod of satisfaction.
"A mighty good cigar," he declared. "Go on,
heathen; it's your deal."
Hop had gathered up the cards and was waiting
for a chance to jump up from the table and run
outside. The two watchers had not the least idea
uf what was going on. Suddenly the cigar exploded, with not much of a report, but colored fire ·
fizzed from the end and flew in all directions.
Hop leaped from the table and made a bolt to
&et outside. He swung open the door quickly and
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then, ic;m•prised as he wa., at wf-at had h:ipp~n-ed,
He grabbed the
Chinaman by the throat with such a grip that he
stopped the cry of dismay that had come tv his
lips.
"Git hold cf him, Brodie," the villain whisperC' l.
"Things is goin' jest our way. Hurry up, now."
Brodie was not long in doing as he was told, and
clapping his hand over Hop's mouth, Royal relinquished his grip upon his throat, and away the
two went, dragging· the ca ptured Celestial toward
the barn. Before the old man recovered from his
astonishment and ran to the door they were out
of si,ght behind a pile of bushes and trees. He
must have thought it u seless to give pursuit, so
he went back into the kitchen, talking at a great
rate, and declaring what he would do when he
once:! laid hands upon the joking· Chinaman. Both
Wing and the old woman had been awakened -b y
the excitement cau sed by the cigar exploding, but
there was so much meniment in the other part
of the house t hat no one there ha<l heard the muffled report.
.
"It's all right," said Higbee nodding· to the two.
"I'll git afte1· that heathen to-morrow mornin'.
Jest wait. If I won't give him a good lickin' no
one ever had one, that's all."
,T :-de Royal ,ms right there.

CHAPTER V.-After the Horse Thieves.

It was not until half an hour later that Young
Wild West and his partners became aware of the
trick Hop had played in the kitchen again. It
happened that the ranchman's wife went there for
something, and the old lady told her all about it.
She laughed heartily, and lost no time in telling
Stout, who quickly sought our hero. and his partners and let them know about it.
"So ther yalle1· galoot couldn't help <loin' some~hin' eh?" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed. "Well,
1t seems he never knows when he got enough.
He thinks he kin do as he pleases around here."
"Well, that's all right, Charlie," the ranchman
retorted, with a laugh. "I don't know as he done
any harm. He only sold Higbee a cigar for a
quarter, an' ther cigar had fireworks in it, that's
all. I wish I'd been there ter see it myself. It
must have been mighty funny."
''Maybe it was funny enough, but it ain't ther
right thing . ter · do. Hop hadn't oughter play no
sich jokes as that right in ther house."
"Well, we'll let ther old man ketch him in ther
mornin' an' give him a good maulin'. How will
that do?"
"He sartinly ciughter do it, an' I'll see that he
does, too."
There was much talk about the incident and
many of the guests wanted to go and look for
Hop, so they might have the pleasure of witnessing some of his clever tricks.
"Well, I reckon Charlie can find him all right"
Wild said, nodding to the scout. "He generatiy
rr1anages to do that whenever he goes to look for
him."
"
"Yes, I reckon I'll find him in about ten minutes an' have him right here," the scout retorted.
He put on his hat and quickly left the house
going straight for the barn. He found a lanter~
and lighted it, and then began seai-chin/1: about for
the Chinaman. But he could be found nowhere.
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At length Charlie went into the !itable, where
their horses had been placed in .stalls. He found
that one of the horses had got loose in some way
and was not in the stall. The scout proceeded to
make an investigati on. He caught the horse and
took it back to the stall, and then found that the
halter had been cu t. Becoming suspicious that
something was wrong, he looked for the rest of
the horses. When he found that four of them
were missing he grew alarmed. The_ four were
Wild's, Arietta's, his own and Hop's piebald
cayuse.
"Great gimlets!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed .
"What does this mean, I'd like ter know? If
Hop's horse had been missin' alone I'd think;..that
he took a notion ter take a ride somewhere, fearin'
that he would get lickep for what he done. But
he startinly ·wouldn't take ther other horses. I
l'eckon I'd better go an' tell Wild right away."
Back he went to the house in a burry. The moment Wild saw him entel' he knew that something
.
was wrong.
"What i,; it, Charlie?" he asked, lmrrieclly.
"Some of ther horses is gone. I couldn't find
Hop nowhere, either."
"Some of the horses are missing, eh?"
"Yes, yours ain't there, or neithe1· is Arietta_'s
or mine, an' Hop's is gone, too."
"Well, that's rather strange. But I am certain
that Hop could not have taken them all. He
might have taken his own horse and gone somewhere. Maybe the horse thieves have paid us a
vi,;it."
"If ther horses can't be found nowhere around
ther stable you kin bet they have, Young Wild
West," the ranchman spoke up. "It's jest about
like Jack Royal teT come sneakin' around here
while we was havin' a good time. Maybe he's
thought we would be too busy with our fun ter
pay any attention ter anything what was goin' on
outside. I don't believe .there was a man out near
ther barn since it got good an' dark. All ther
cowboys is here in ther house."
Well satisfied that the horse thieves had been
at work, Wild hastened to the stable. When he
found that five holsters had been cut, and that
four of the horses were missing, he felt doubly
sure that Jack Royal and his gang had stolen the
animals.
"The fifth one they cut loose, which is Anna's,
must have got away from them, and they did not
have time to get him 2-gain," he said. "Well, boys,
I reckon we have got to take the trail. Mr. Stout,
I would like to have the best horse you have got
on the ranch."
"You're welcome to him, my boy," the i-anchman answered, quickly. "But maybe he's been
stole, too."
He ran into another part of the barn, where
there was more stable room, and when they found
that all the horses were there they were satisfied
that the four belonging to our friend s were the
only ones that had been stolen. All hands had left
the house now and were gathered about the stable,
some carrying lanterns. A search was made
about the premises, but there was no sign of the
ho1·ses.
"Well, I reckon I'm goin' with yer Wild," said
Rance Davis, as he saddled his horse . "I'm sartin
it's ther work of Jack Royal an' his gang. We've
got ler git 'em, that's all.''

Several of the cowboys. wanted to join i n the
pursuit, so Wild told them to come along, and a
few minutes later there were over a dozen of them
r iding away from the ranch. Wild kept at the
side of Rance Davi · and questioned him until
he learned that the cowboy foreman had his sus picions that the horse thieves had a headquarters
somewhere pretty close to Stout's ranch.
"You know this part of the country pretty well,
· Davis," our hero said. "Have you any idea where
t hey might be hiding?"
"Well, there's lots of places they could do that
in, I s'pose. There's plenty of caves around
among ther hills over there, an' then there's ther
burned ranch. But I don't s'pose they would go
there, 'cause there's only a part of an old barn
left standin'. That wouldn't be much of a hidin'
place."
"No, it would not, that's a fact. But how far
away is the "burned ranch?"
"Oh, it's only ther other side of that timber
strip over there. We've got ter cross ther creek
first. But I don't think we would find 'em there.
If they took ther horses they'll try an' git somewhere where they kin git rid of 'em."
"Well, where would they be apt to do that?"
"There's a couple of galoots what deals in
horses over at Muddy Flat."
"How far is Muddy Flat?"
"Well, I reckon it would take us all night to git
there, and we would have to be goin' along putty
good at that."
"You think they might dispose of the stolen
horses over there, then ? "
"Yes, that's about ther only place they could,
unless they had somebody waitin' somewhere ter
take 'em."
"Well, I think we had better go there, then.
Come on."
The horse our hero was riding proved to be a
pretty good one, and as the cowboys had tough
bronchos that could stand a strain, they covered
the ground swiftly. It was not long before they
sfruck the trail that led to the settlement, and
then they continued on, covering mile after mile,
and only halting now and then to give the horses
a breathing spell. Midnight came and they still
kept on. But they saw no signs of the horse
thieves. Wild knew if they really had gone that
way they would keep on as fast as they could, so
they might dispose of the stolen horses and get
away. He had become convinced that they were
on the right track:, so he meant to continue on
until they reached Muddy Flat. Just about an
hour before dawn our hero's sharp ears caught the
sounds made by an approaching horse. He instantly called out softly to halt and all hands
quickly did so. The clatter of hoofs could be
heard by all now, and waiting close to the edge
of a patch of woods, they looked along the t:r;ail
and soon saw a horseman riding· as though his
life depended on it. As he drew nearer our hero
gave a start.
''It's Hop!" he exclaimed. "Boys, ! _ reckon
we're on the right ti·ail, all right."
Sure enough, it was the clever Chinee. He had
not seen our hero and his companions, and as Wild
suddenly called out to him he brought his steed
to such a sudden halt that he nearly pitched headforemost to the ground.
"Misler Wild! Misler Wild!" he exclaimed,
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joyfully. "Me velly, vel!y glad. Um horse thieves
allee samee wan tee killee poor Chinee."
"Don't get excited now. Just tell me what happened and where the horse thieves have gone."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and then Hop pxoceeded to relate his story, which, summed up
briefly, was as follows:
When he had been seized and canied away by
Jack Royal and Brodie, he had made a desperate
struggle to free himself. But he stood no show
with the two men,.who were altogether too pow~rful and quick for him. They had taken him direct
to the stable, just in time to find the rest of the
gang leading out five of the horses. One of the
horses had broken from them and went back into
the stables, but the villains did not bother to go
after it. Hop had been tied upon the back of his
own horse purnly by accident, for it is doubtful
if the villains knew which steed belonged to him.
Then with the other three horses hitched to lariats, they had stal'ted swiftly from the spot. It
was not until they were fully a mile away from
the ranch that Hop was relieved of his wallet.
Jack Royal took it from him, and lighted a match
to make sure that he had what he was after. Then
the flight was resumed, and they kept at it for
hours, until finally Hop managed to slip his bonds.
The man who had the halter of the piebald
cayuse dropped it two 01· three times, and finally
when he let it go while he was lighting his pipe,
Hop, who had been waiting for an opportunity,
seized the bridle-rein and pulleq the animal swiftly around. As they were rounding a turn in the
trail that ran through the woods at that point, the
Chinaman had the satisfaction of discovering that
no one realized what he had done. It happened
that hls horse was the last at the time, for the
man in cha1·ge of him had been riding behind the
stolen horses to keep them going. Elated at his
escape, and hoping to finally get the best of the
villains, the Chinaman put his horse to its top
speed and rode aloTug for miles. But he feared
that he was being pursued, so he kept at it until
he finally came upon our friends. Wild listened
to his explanation of what had happened, and as
he understood Hop's pidgin English perfectly, it
was all as plain as day to him. He quickly told
the cowboys, who had not quite caught the drift
of what the Chinaman was saying, all about it.
Hop declared that he bad not heard Royal say
where they were going, but he had two or three
times heard the men remark that they ought to
get there by daylight.
"Well, Davis," said our hero, turning to the
foreman and speaking in his cool and easy way,
'·I reckon you were right when you thought the
horse thieves would go to Muddy Flat. Now,
then, we ought to overtake them before they manage to dispose of the horses, unless they have
some one waiting there to receive them. But
even if they have, you can bet all you're worth
that we'll have them not very long after sunrise."
"Me go, too, Misler Wild," Hop spoke up, as
they were about to ride away.
"Certainly," was the reply. "We have got to
get your money, as well as the stolen horses.
Come on. I reckon your cayuse can stand the
strain. He's a tough little .brute, anyhow."
Away they went, all hands feeling confident
that it woulJ not be long before they would find
the horse thieves.
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CHAPTER VI.-The Villains Abandon the Stolen
Horses.
No doubt the horse thieves could have recaptured Hop if they had desired to give pursuit.
But when they found that he had made his escape
and had got quite a start of them they did not
feel like riding back toward the ranch. The man
called ,Max wanted to follow him and shoot him,
but Jack Royal quickly called rum back.
"Let ther heathen galoot go," he said. "Afore
he gits back to ther ranch we'll have ther horses
sold, an' be miles away from here. I don't know
as we've gof any more use for him, anyhow.
We've got his money an' I'm satisfied there's
more than a thousand dollars in ther wallet, too.
This is what I call a putty good haul. We've got
three horses, an' one of 'em is Young Wild West's.
We'll find our man, all right, an' it won't take
long ter git ther money for ther horses an' light
out. We <lidn't git no grub at Stout's ranch, but
I reckon we kin put up without any till we git
somewhere so as we kin buy some. We'll have
ter keep a little shady after thl.s, 'cause it's most
likely Young Wild West will do no encl of huntin'
for us. They'll know who done it, of course.
Ther Chinaman will tell all about it. About ther
only thing we kin do is ter strike out for some
other parts. It won't ,do ter hang around here
any longer now."
"That's why I wanted ter shoot ther heathen,''
Max declared, shaking his head.
"Well, s'pose yer had done that. It would have
been found out, wouldn't it? Then they would
know it was us, jest as sure as though they'd
been told. It's good enough as it is, so come on.
When we hauled ther Chinaman to ther barn it
wia-s a sure thing that he knew who done it, for
most likely he recognized some of us. But we got
over a thousand dollars, an' I reckon that will pay
for it. It's about time we left this part of ther
country, anyhow. We've been doin' putty good
around here, an' I reckon we'll do ther same .somewhere else. Let's git to ther settlement so we
kind get rid of these horses as soon as possible."
So they rode on, and just as the first streaks
of daylight were showing in the east they came
in sight of Muddy Flat, which was a rather meanlooking collection of shanties in a hollow, where
the stream known as the Yellow Fork widened
out in the form of a lagoon. Three or four little
islands were to be seen in it, most of them merely
mud bars, and it was anything- but a presentable
place. The villains slackened their pace as they
rode to the bank of the stream, and then ther
followed the trail which led along- parallel wit!-;
it and <:ame to ,a halt within about a quarter of a
mile of the nearest log shanty. Close to this
shanty was a long shed, and it was here where
the man who bought stolen horses lived.
This individual had been carrying on the business for a considerable length of time, and Ro
crafty was he in doing it that though some might
have had their suspicions, no one could prove the
least crooked thing about him. He bought horses
whenever and wherever he could and disposed of
them by striking out to the north, where he found
ready purchasers, since it happened that there
was a scarcity of horseflesh in that particular part
of Texas at the time of which we write. This man
was known as Jockey Jones, for he was a perfect
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master of a horse, and knew all about them. Leaving his men with the stolen animals in a little
patch of woods. not far from the horse dealer's
place, Jack Royal rode up to the shanty and dismounted. It was so early that no one was up yet,
lmt the villain did not hesitate to give a sharp
knock.
"Who's there?" came a g-ruff voice from within.
"It's me, Jack Royal," the leader of the horse
thieves answered, delighted to find that his man
was at home.
"Oh, all right, Jack; I'll be out in a minute.
Have yer got anything?"
"Yes, I've got three of ther best yer ever seen,
an' I want big money for 'em, too."
"Well, I'll mighty soon tell yer what I'll give
for 'em, after I've seen 'em, an' know where they
come from."
In two or thr ee minutes the door was opened,
and than a lanky individual appeared h..alf dressed.
rfe nodded pleasantly to Royal, and fhen looked
a1·ound as though he expected to find the horses
right before him.
"Where are they, Jack?" he asked, as he drew
a suspender over his .shoulder and buttoned it.
"Right over in ther woods, Jockey," was the
an:-;wer. "Come on. Ther quicker vl"e do business
ther bettex it will be for us, l s'pose."
"There ain't no danger of your bein' followed,
is there?"
"Not very ~oon. But in a few hours most likely
there'll be someone here lookin' for us."
"How's that'!" and the horse dealer became
very cautious.
"Well, we caught a heathen Chinee an' brought
him along with us, 'cause he had a biig roll of
money in his pocket. I don't jest know what
made me fetch him so far, but I s'pose it was
'cause we didn't want him to git back an' let it be
known that ther horses was took."
"That's };>ad work, Jack," and Jockey Jones
i;hook his head. "It ain't givin' me much time
ter g-it away with ther horses. I reckon I won't
buy 'em. I ain't goin' ter git ketched in this kind
of game, not if I kin help it."
"Yer think yer don't want 'em, then?"
"Nope," and the horse dealer shook his head
decisively. "I ain't goin' ter run no risk/'
"But you could manage ter git away if you
started as soon as you git your breakfast. That
heathen Chinee won't be able ter git back to ther
ranch much afore ther middle of ther. forenoon.
Then it would be more than five hours afore anyone could git here."
"Well, I ain't goin' ter take no chances. I'll go
an' look at ther horses, though."
Royal bit his lip, for he felt·very uneasy now,
since he knew pretty well that the horse dealer
possessed great judgment in such matters. He
led him to the clump of woods, and after greeting
the four men who were there, Jockey Jones fastened his eyes upon the sorrel stallion.
"Who owns that horse, J::..ck?" he asked.
"Ther boy they call Young Wild West," was the
quick reply.
"I thought so."
"Why, have you ever seen him afore?"
"Yes, two or three times. Jack Royal, ain't you
a fool?"
"I don't know," and the horse thief shrugged
-his shoulders aYJd looked more unP:1fv H a:1 ever.

"Well, I think yer are. Why, I wouldn't have
that horse in my charge for a minute, not for a
million dollars. Don't yer know what kind of a
galoot Young Wild West is?"
"Well, I know somewhat about him, but I never
seen him afore till yisterday."
''Well, do yer want me ter give yer good advice, Jack?"
"I don't know as I want any advice, but go
ahead and say what you have a mind ter."
"Well, if I was advisin' you, I'd say for yer to
turn them horses loose an' start 'em on ther back
trail jest as quick as yer kin. Of course, yer don't
want no advice from me, so you needn't take it
that way. Good-mornin', Jack. I reckon I'll go
to ther house an' itit my breakfast. Some other
time when you have got anything ter sell to me,
a11-' I think it's all right, I might do business with
yer."
So saying, the horse dealer turned on his heel
and left the five villains gazing after him in astonishment.
"Well, boys, what do you think of that?" Jack
Royal asked, after a short silence. "I reckon we
must have made a mistake. I always thought I
had about as good judgment as anyone livin', but
I'll allow that Jockey Jones knows as much as I
do. Come ter think of it, he's about right. Ther
best thing we kin do is ter turn them three horses
loose. Maybe we'll have a good chance to git
away, then, 'cause if Young Wild West finds ther
sorrel all l'ight he won't be so anxious ter git us.
We've got ther China.man's money, anyhow so I
reckon we've got ter be satisfied with that. Come
on. We'll go over to ther store an' buy a supply
of grub, an' then light out for ther burned ranch."
Not one of them seemed inclined to go against
what he said. Without being told to do •so, Brodie
promptly removed the lariat from the sorrel stallion and gave him a smart slap on the flank,
starting the animal back in the direction they
had come from. Royal gave a nod of approval,
and then the other two ho1·ses were allowed to depart, riderless.
"Well, boys, I feel a little better now. It sorter
makes me think that we've got out of a small hole.
Come on over to ther store. Most likely it's open
now, but if it ain't we'll mighty -s oon see that
it is."
'
They mounted their horses and quickly rode out
into the open and headed for the store, which was
situated in nearly the center of the setlement. It
happened that the proprietor was just opening u»
for business, so there was no need of any delay
as far as that was concerned. Royal was not long
in making his purchases, and dividing the packages and bags between his men, he rode over to
the shanty tavern. He bought five gallon jugs of
whisky here, and each man took charge of one.
"Now then," said Royal, with a nod of satisfaction, "I reckon we'll light out. We oughter git
to our place quite ,a little afore noon, an' then we
kin lay low till it gits dark, when we'll have ter
leave these parts for a while. Come on, boys."
"S'pose Young Wild West happens ter find out
where we are?" askoo Max, uneasily.
"Well, if that happens we'll have ter fight,
that's all. You know what that means. You're
all putty able ter put up a fight when you git
col'nered. I 1cckor,."
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"Oh, yes, but we've got a putty hard one ter
fight, when Young Wild West ,gits after us."
"That's all right. Maybe we kin g·it them, jest
ther same. It don't say that jest 'cause he's
always had sich good luck that it'll last forevel'.
I'd jest like ter ketch him alive. Blamed if I
wouldn't make him understand how it felt to be
condemned ter death once. I'd jest like ter tie
him to a tree somewhere an' then give him a nice
little talkin' to .afore I put an end to him. You
jest wait, boys. If it happens that he does find
out where we are I'll make it my business ter git
him, •see if ,I don't. I ain't lost all my cunnin'
yet, an' don't yer foTgit it."
The villains were not long in leaving the settlement behind them, and then they headed in almost
a straight line foi- their quai-ters at the bumed
ranch. They knew pi-etty well that they would
not be apt to be intercepted, since Young Wild
West and his friends would surely follow the trail
after the Chinaman had told them the way they
had gone. They never once thought it possible
that the pursuit had started half an houi- after
they took their departure with the captive Chinaman and the four stolen horses. If they had
known that no doubt they would have been more
uneasy than ever. It was just about an hour
before noon when the five horse thieves rode up
to the old barn. They had seen nothing of any
cowboys on the way, and this made them feel quite
secure.
"Ther first thing in order is a little grub an'
some hot coffee, boys. I reckon we have got ter
take ther risk of makin' a fire," said the leader,
as he dismounted. "Jest hurry up about it, an' see
that yer burn nothiu' but ther light wood, so there
won't be much smoke."
The villain called Max took it upon himself to
kindle a fire, and in a few minutes a pot of coffee
was boiling over it. They did not go to the trouble of cooking anything else, for what they had
bought at the store was ready to eat without
cooking. They managed to make a hearty meal,
and then leaving the saddles upon their horses,
so if they should happen to be surprised they
would simply have to tighten the girths and
mount, they all lay down to sleep until darkness
came. Then if the way was clear they meant to
eat again and set out for some other place where
they might resume their thieving operations.
Somehow Jack Royal d~d not sleep ,as soundly as
the rest.
Probably he had considerable on his mind, and
it prevented him from doing so. When he had
been lying down for perhaps an hour he detected
the sound of a footfall outside the barn somewhere. The villain was wide awake in an instant,
and rising to his feet without making any noise,
he left his sleeping companions and stepped over
to a crack between the boards. As J1e looked
outside he gave a violent start, for just clisappearing from view in the bushes was the Chinaman he had captured the night before.

CHAPTER VIL-The Horse Thieves Are Trailed
to Their Lair.
The snn wa,; up and shining b1·ightly when
Young Wild \Vest and his companions came in
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sight of Muddy Flat. The little :;ettlement lay
about a mile distant, and they could see it ·quite
plainly.
·'Ain't much of a place, Wild," said Cheyenne
Charlie, turning to the young deadshot as they
1·ode along, their horses at a walk. •·r don't see
nothin' of any horse thieves, either."
"Well, it is hardly likely we'll find them ri1ght
here," the boy answered. "If they have found the
man they could sell the horses to, the chauces are
that they have done it before this, and have made
off somewhere. We'll stop at the first shanty we
come to and try and find out something about it."
Down into a hollow they rode, and for a minute
or two the settlement was hidden from their view.
But as they reached the brow of the hill at the
other side they were surprised to see th1·ee horses
quietly grazing near the side of the trail. The
bushes partly hid the animals from view, but
Young Wild West's eyes b1·ightened, for he instantly recognized one of them as being Spitfire,
his sorrel stallion.
"There are our horses, boys!'' he exclaimed,
turning to his partners and the cowboys. "Take
it easy now ,and don't get excited."
Then without another word he rode on at a gallop .toward the grazing animals. As he got clo:c;e
to them he utte1·ed a whistle. whi.-,h was the sig-nal
he sometimes used when he wanted to call his
faithful steed. The sorrel raised his head instantly and pricked up his ears. Then as though
he wanted to welcome his dashing young master,
he started at a canter to meet him. The horses
that belonged to the scout and Arietta looked up;
but did not leave the spot they were grazing at.
-"Hello, old boy!" Wild called out, as he dismounted and patted S:pitfire on the neck. "So l
have found you, eh? Can it be that the scoundrels got frightened and let you go?"
Spitfire gave a whinny, as though he was trying to answer the boy's questi'On. Charlie was
almost · as delighted as our hero, and he lost no
time in catching his horse. Jim took care of Arietta's, and then there was a general good feeJing
among- them all.
"Well, boys," said our hero, as he proceeded to
remove the saddle from the horse he had been
riding from the ranch, "I reckon I'll change my
mount now. SpitfiTe seems to have had a good
rest, and if we happen to 1get anywhere in sight of
the horse thieves, you can bet all you're worth
that I won't be lonl< in running them down. We
have got the horses; now we must get the thieves.
This don't settle the score, not by any means."
"You're right on that, Wild," Rance Davis answered. "Ther time has come ter run down Jack
Royal an' his gang. They've been under suspicion
quite a little while, but we know they're horse
thieves, an' ther thing ter do is ter corral 'em as
»con as we kin."
The scout followed the example set by the young
cleadshot, and soon was upon the back of his own
horse. Arietta's white broncho was turned over to
Ikp, and then they rode on, and soon came to
the shanty that wa~ occupied by Jockey Jones,
the ra:,;tally mall ,,:ho dealt in stolen horses. Jones
came out as they rode up, and he nodded to them
smilingly and called out:
"Hello, Young- Wild ·west! 'i\ihat are ~ ou doin'
in this part of ther country?"
"Looking for horse thieves, my friend," Wild
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answered, quickly, at the same time glancing at
him in a WftY that caused Jones to flincn. "I don't
know as I ever saw you before, but since you
seem to know me, it's all right. Have you seen
anything of Jack Royal and four others this
morning?"
"Jack Royal? Let me see," and the horse dealer
acted as though he was tTying to think. "No," he
added, "but my wife, who got up putty eaTly this
mornin', -s een five men ridin' past here into ther
village. He mig.ht have been one of 'em. I'll jest
ask her if she noticed whether it was or not. She
knows him when she sees him."
He went inside and quickly came out again,
fhaking his head in the negative.
"She didn't take notice who they was, Young
Wild West. "But maybe yer kin find out if yer
go up to ther tavern."
Wild was well satisfied that the man was not
telling the truth, but he decided not to waste
any time talking to him, so turning his horse, he
rode on and soon came to a halt before the tavern.
A couple of the regular morning customers were
just going iri at the time, and they turned and
looked when they saw Rance Davis and the cowboys riding up with the three strangers.
"Hello, Rance!" said one of them. "What are
yer doin' up this way so early?"
"Have you seen anything of Jack Royal around
here this mornin'?" Davis asked, without answering the question.
"No, I jest got up a little while a·go. When
was he here?"
"Well, it must have been rather early, I s'pose."
"Ask Dal}; most likely he knows," and the man
nodded toward the interior of the tavern. ·
Wild dismounted, and led the way inside. He
did not say anything, but left it to the cowboy
foreman, since he was acquainted there.
"Hello, Dan'!" Davis called out, nodding to the
man in charge. "Was Jack Royal in here this
mornin'?"
"Yes, Rance," was the reply. "He left here
somethin' like half an hour ago."
"His pards was with him, I s'pose? ''
"Yes, ther four what always goes with him was
here, too. They bought some grub an' stuff over
at ther store, an' then come in here an' stocked up
with a jug of whisky apiece. They rode off that
way," and the man nodded to the left.
"They left here about half an hour ago, you
say?" Wild ques_tioned.
"Yes, jest about, young feller."
"We.JI, boys, we'll rest here a few minutes, and
then take the trail."
"ls anything wrong?" the hotel man asked,
Joo1<ing at Davis in surprise.
"Yes, somethin' is mighty wrong. Do yer see
that heathen over there?" and he pointed to Hop,
who stood near the door in a gloomy attitude,
since he felt in anything but a good humor after
having lost over a thousand dollars.
"Yes, I see him. What's ther matter, anyhow?"
- "Wen, Jack Royal an' his gang come over to
Stout's ranch last night, an' while a lot of us
was havin' a good time in ther house, he kidnaped that heathen an' stole four horses. We
took ther trail, for I allowed he would come here
an' try ter sell ther horses ter somebody. We
met ther Chinaman on ther way. He had man<>ai>rl t..,,. o-it awav from tber g,ansr. hut thev e·ot

his wallet, which had more than a thousand dollars in it. When he told us all about it we
headed straight for ther settlement here, an' jest
afore we got here we found ther other three
horses. We don't jest know why Jack Royal let
'em go, but he must have got a little squeamish
about it, an' was afraid we would ketch him with
ther horses. Maybe he thinks it's aU right, since
he let 'em go, but you kin bet your life that he's
goin' ter hang for this. He's been under suspicion
for quite a while, an' now we know for a fact
that he's a horse thief."
~
"Well, I hope yer git him. Royal has been a
putty good customer here, but that don't say that
he's got a right ter ,g o around stealin' money
from heathens an' stealin' horses. You take ther
trail to ther left, an' yer might ketch him afore
tht>,· day is ove:i:."
"Can you get us something to eat in a hurry?".
· Wild asked, for he thought that not much would
be lost by waiting a few minutes.
"I might fix yer up with some haµi sandwiches
an' a cup of coffee in about ten minutes."
"All right; go ahead. Get a hustle on you."
The boy tossed a twenty-dollar gold piece upon
the bar, and added:
•
·
"You can keep the change, my friend."
Dan hastily ran from behind the little bar and
made his way to a room in the rear of the house.
Then they all heard the voice of a woman, who
seemed to be greatly excited. The rattling of cups
mingled with the voice, and in a minute or two
Dan came out and ,s aid the sandwiches and coffee
would be ready in a jiffy.
"Me likee havee lillee dlop of tanglefoot, Misler
Wild," said Hop, as the hotel man took his place
behind the bar again. "Me feelee velly muchee
sickee, so be.''
"Well, all right. I don't know as I shall object
to you taking a drink, Hop. Just because I don't
drink liquor myself, don't say that you must follow my example. I have tried hard enough to
teach you that whisky will never do you any good,
but I have made a failure of it, and I have given
it up long ago."
"Evelybody havee linee dlink, so be," the clever
Chinee said, smiling and nodding at the company.
"Me gottee lillee money left in um pockee, so be.
Pletty soonee Young Wild West ketchee Jack
Loyal, and len me gittee my pockee book. Evelyth.linig be lovely, len. Hip hi! Hoolay !"
Dan grinned at these remarks, and lost no time
in putting out a bottle and some glasses. Wild
and Jim each called for a cigar, as they usually
did under such circumstances. But they did not
care to · smoke just then, so put them in their
pockets. Hop showed a handful of gold and silver coins, and he grinned as he did so.
"A11ee ley wantee was my pockee book," he
said. "Ley no lookee in allee my pockee. Me
velly smartee Chinee."
They had their drinks, and then it was not long
before the coffee and .sandwiches were brought
out. Afte1· their long night ride the ,coffee and
the little bite 1·efreshed them greatly, and hurriedly disposing of it, Wi.ld led the way outside
and mounted the sorrel stallion.
"Now then, to take the trail," he said. "Davis,
I reckon we'll catch those v,i llains before noon.
Something seems to tell me that, anyhow."
"Well. if we hannen to lose the1· trail thP.1 best
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thing we kin do is to head for ther burned ranch,
I think," was the reply. "They might go there an'
hide in ther ruins of ther barn. If they don't
do that, most likely they'll keep on goin'."
"Well, it ought to be easy for us to follow their
trail, since it is a very fresh one. We'll see what
we can do, anyhow."
No other horses had been there since the horse
thieves took their departure from the settlement,
and there were no fresh tracks but those their
horses had left. It was one the the easiest trails
our friends had ever undertaken to follow, and
they kept on and finally left the regular trail.
Then it was easier still, if anything, since for the
most part of the way the ground was rather soft,
and the hoof-prints showed plainly.
"They seem to be heading back toward the
ranch," Jim Dart observed, when they had covered about five miles.
"Well, that's all right," Davis answered. "Ther
burned ranch ain't sich an awful ways from
Stout's. I'll bet that's where they've gone. They
wouldn't have gone this way if they meant ter
git out of ther country. You kin bet we'll find 'em
there."
Halting only now and then to rest the horses
slightly, they continued on until nearly noon.
They could see Stout's ranch as they ascended the
brow of a hill, but it was several miles away.
"If we do find them where you think they are,
Davis, we won't have far to go to get back to the
ranch;' Wild observed.
"That's right," was the reply. "We'll ride on
down to ther creek an' cross over ther bridge.
There's a patch of timber a little ways from it,
an' jest ther other side of that we'll find ther
burned ranch."
When they finally 1·eached the bridge they came
to a halt.
"Now then," said Wild, "the chances are if they
are really there they will be keeping a watch. We
don't want to give them a chance to get away. I
want to take them all alive, if possible. The best
thing we can do now is to divide into three parties, so we may surround the spot where they are
likely to be. I will go straight ahead with Charlie
anrl Hop. The rest of ~-ou can divide into two
parties and go to the left and ride so you will be
able to approach and meet at the burned ranch
about the same time. If we can corner the scoundrels they will never get away alive, I am sure
of that."
They all agreed to what the young deadshot
isaid, so Jim took charge of half the cowboys and
Davis the other, arid promptly crossed the bridge
and set out for the woods. Wild waited until they
had disappeared among- the tree;;, and then he
nodded to Charlie and said:
"Now then, come on. Vve'll follow the trail
straight until we get in sight of the burned ranch.
Hop, you can fetch up the rear. It is not necessary for you to get too clos~, so you will run no
cha:.ce of getting shot." "
"Me wantee my pockee book, Mif'ler Wild," the
Celestial answered, earnestly.
"All 1·ig-ht, you'll have it soon enoug-h. If the
horse thieves are here it won't lie yery long before
you will ha,•e your money."
Into the woods the three rode, and as it was but
a narrow strip, tltey won reached the other side.
ThP.v c·ould ,;ee the ruins olainlv. ::,o dismoL nting·,
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they left their horses standing be}1ind a thicket,
and then bidding Hop remain there until they
came back, our hero and the scout started on foot
toward the old barn. They had no sooner disappeared from his view than it occurred to the
Chinaman that he had better go on a tour of investigation himself. He knew that Wild and
Charlie would be very cautious about approaching
the spot, so he decided to get as close as he could
and see what was going on. Almost before he
knew it he was within a few yards of the building.
He listened, and hearing- no sounds tnat would
indicate the presence of anyone there, he made
up his mind to take a peep through the cracks.
As he started forward he made a mis-step, and
realizing that he might be ~scovered and shot, he
darted behind a pile of bushes, keeping a watch
over his shoulder as he did so. He had barely got
safely out of sight when he saw a man come out
of the barn. It was Jack Royal. The Chinaman
did not run any further, but waited to see what
Young Wild West would do, for he knew they
must be within a few yards of the spot. He saw
the horse thief suddenly dart back, and a couple
of minutes later he came out on horseback followed by his four companions.
'
"Hip hi! Misler Wild!" shouted the Chinaman.
Crash! Much to the Chinaman's astonishment,
a portion of the sloping roof of the barn fell down
at that moment, and Wild and Charlie came rolling to the ground.
CHAPTER VIII.-Wild and Charlie Are Captured.
Wild and Charlie had not been long in ~etting
to the old barn. W11en they left Hop wfth the
horses they made quick time after setting out.
But they moved cautiously at the same time, for
they were confident that they had run down the
horse thieves. They knew that Jim and the cowboys would be a few minutes in getting there, so
Wild decided to creep up close-to the barn and listen, and to find out if there was any m1e inside.
It was natural that he should select the rear for
this purpose, and after tellin7 Charlie what he
meant to do, he crawled along through the bushes
The scout kept close behind him. a,ncl in thi~ manner they were soon close to the old structure.
As the two listened they could hear horses munching hay, with an occasional thud as a hoof was
brought clown upon the ground.
This satisfied them perfectly that they had made
no mistake in coming to the burned ranch. But it
happened that the back of the barn was very
tight. It was constructed of clapboards, one lapping- over the other, so that there was no space to
look through. Finding that they could not get a
view of anything inside, and hearing nothing of
the men thev knew must be there thev concluded
that probabiy they were asleep, since they had
been up all night. Wild stepped back a little from
the barn and took a look at the roof. At one
end it sloped down to within ten feet of the
ground, and as there was a convenient tree there,
it struck him right away that it would be easy
to climb up. He could see very well that the
roof was in a very bad condition, there being
many openings to it, and once up there they
might be able to µ;et a glimpse of the horse
thieves.
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"Charlie," said he, in a whisper, "I reckon we'll
get upon the roof and crawl along until we are
able to see the scoundrels we are after. I have an
idea that they are asleep, or we would hear
voices."
"Most likely they are, Wild," was the retort.
"All right, go aliead. I'll be right after yer. You
kin bet your life if they happen ter find out we're
spyin' on 'em I won't be long in .shootin'."
Both had their rifles slung over their shoulders,
but they were so used to moving abo.u t in that
way that the weapons did not interfere with them
in the least. Wild quickly caught hold of a lower ·
limb of the tree and swung himself into it. Then
it was easy for him to get upon the roof. He
tested it first and found it to be quite strong
enough to hold him. Then as cautiously as
though he was creepin,g over a patch of ground
that was covered with dry twigs, he made his way
upward toward a place that was broken. Bound
to see all there was to be seen, the scout followed
him. As luck would have if they went to just the
right spot, and as our hero peered through a
good-sized opening he saw the five villains
stretched out upon their blankets.
He made 1·oom for Charlie, and when he had
taken a look, there was a grim smile on his face.
It looked to be easy, so the young deadshot de•
cided to get down to the ground and then capture
the scoundrels in a huny. Just as they were
about to start back to the lower end of the roof
one of the men they had thought to be asleep
got upon his feet in a hurry and started toward
the doorway. It was Jack Royal, for it was then
that he heard the footstep outside. Neither Wild
nor Charlie knew what had cau,sed the sudden
action on the part of the villain, but they decided
that the quicker they got down the better it would
be. As they moved swiftly downward they heard
excited voices below them. Then the clatter of
hoofs sounded, quickly followed by Hop's <:ries.
Young Wild West threw aside his caution then,
and went sliding down the steep roof. After him
came the scou~, but just as they neared the lower
part of it the roof fell in with a crash, and they
went to the ground in a hurry. It was quite a
fall, but fortunately no bones were broken. However, they were both temporarily stunned, and
when they started to regain their feet they found
the horse thieves, who had quickly turned when
they heard the crash, standing over them with
drawn revolvers.
"We've got yer now, Young Wild West!" ex- claimed Jack Royal, and then he pounced upon
the boy and pinned his arms to his sides.
Two of the others treated Charlie in a similar
manner, for the scout was so dazed that he
scar,cely made any resistance. The two were
quickly disarmed and bound hand and foot. Jack
Royal quickly mounted his horse.
"Jest sling Young Wild West up here, boys,"
he said, as he looked around as though he feared
the sudden approach of others.
Two of them quickly lifted Wild so he hung
across the back of the horse in front of the villain.
"Now then, Max, you take ther other galoot on
your horse. I reckon ther best thing we kin do
with 'em is ter ,p ut 'em out of ther way as quick
11s we kin.
But we won't shoot 'em, 'cause ther
shots would draw others here, maybe. There's

a Chinaman around here somewhere, an' that may
be ,all there is of 'em. But we can't tell about
that. Come on, now; hurry up I We'll ride ~n
down to ther creek an' tie stones around their
necks an' drown 'em. That will be about ther
easiest way. This is what I call gittin' revenge,
an' no mistake."
"How about ther heathen, Jack?" Brodie ask_ed.
"Well, a couple of yer kin go an' look for hi!fI,
Three of us will be enough ter finish Young Wild
West an' his pard, I 1·eckon."
Without saying anything further, Jack _Royal
rode off, our hero lying helpless before him on
the back of the horse. Straight through the
timber patch Royal went, Max following with
Cheyenne Charlie, while one of the others brought
up the rear as a sort of guard, for he kept constantly looking behind him as well as in other
directions. It did not take them but a few seconds
to get through the woods, and when they saw
the bridge right before them, where the water
was so deep in the <:reek, the villains felt that
they were surely going to <:arry out treir fiendish
intentions. As they rode over the bTidge they
were startled by hearing a report that sounded
almost as loud as that of a small cannon. It
came from the direction of the barn they had
just left, and the faces of the villainous trio
turned pale.
"Whoa!" cried Royal, as he brought his horse
to a halt. "I reckon somethin's happened back
there, boys. Let's tie these galoots to ther trees
right here, an' go back an' see what's the:z:
matter."
"That's it, Jack," Max answered, as he quickly
dismounted and pulled the helpless scout to the
ground. "Hurry up."
The other man was off his horse in a twinkling,
and assisting Max, the scout was quickly tied to
a tree not far from the bridge in a standing position. Wild put up a desperate struggle as Royal
dragged him to a tree close to the scout, but 1t
was of no avail. He could not do a thing.
While the other villain was putting the finishing touches to Cheyenne Charlie, Max assisted
the leader to tie our hero to the tree. It took
them !but a very short time to do it all, for they
seemed to be quite handy at making knots. Then
they mounted their horses and turned to ride back
to the barn. No sounds had been heard after the
loud report, and fearing that their two companions had been killed in some mysterious
manner, they were eager to get to them.
"We'll be back in a few minutes, Young Wild
West," Royal •called out as he shook his fist at
the helpless young deadshot. "Then we'll tie a
stone around yer neck an' chuck yer in ther
stream. I want to have ther pleasure of seein'
yer kick around under ther ,vater as you're
dyin'."
"You'll never have that pleasure," the boy retorted, defiantl y, for he was quite cool now, havinig fully recover ed from the shock he had received when the roof of the barl'l broke down
with them.
The three vil la' n · g-iilloped on, and reaching the
woods, soon ro de th ro .1gh it. EverythinP- seemed
to be the same a s they had left it. After listening . for nearly a mi ,1ute when they had come to
a halt, Royal called out the names of the two men
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who had _g-one in search of the Chinaman. There
was no reply.
"This here is what I call mighty funny, boys,"
Royal declared, shaking his head and looking very
uneasy. "What do yer s'pose,..made that explo1,ion we heard?"
"I don't know, Jack," Max answered, shrugging
his shoulders. "It wasn't no gun, that's sartin,
for it was too loud for that."
Royal left his horse standing and started in
the direction where he had seen the Chinaman
disappear as he came to the door of the barn
when first attracted by the footfall. He pushed
his way through, and then before him in a little
hollow he saw the two they were searching for
lying upon the ground, bound and gagged.
"-A-11 !,. he exclaimed. "What does this mean?"
"Ther heathen must have got ther ,b est of 'em
somehow," Max retort ed, as he ran forward and
proceeded to cut the bonds of the two men.
Brodie was the first to find the use of his
tongue when the gag was removed from his
mouth.
"Ther heathen done it, boys!" he exclaimed.
"We wasn't long in 'findin' him after you left,
but jest when we thought we had him dead to
rights he set off .s ome kind of a bomb, an' we
was blowed over rflat on our backs. There was
an awful thick smoke, too, an' afore we could
git up he had us. He ·wound a rope around us
in sich a hurry that by ther time we was able
ter see an' breathe good we wasn't able ter do
a thing. He kept on tyin' us up like you found
us, . ian' took good care ter gag us, too. That
heathen is sartinly a mighty swift galoot, when
he gits started. I heard him run an' 1<it a horse
somew here, an' then he rode off to their right
as though he was goin' ter hunt up someone ter
help him ketch you fellers. That's aU there is
to ther story, Jack."
The other man bore him out in this, and much
puzzled and surprised at what had happened, Jack
Royal shook his head and could not decide just
what to do.
"We've got to be mighty careful about this here
piece of business, Jack," Brodie declared. "We
don't know but what there's a whole lot around
somewhere, an' ther first thing we know we'll
run into a trap."
"Trap or no trap, we've got ter go back there
an' put ther finish to Young Wild West an' his
pard. If we don't hav~ time to put stones around
their necks an' chuck 'em in ther creek, we'll
,s hoot 'em, that's all. Come on."
But only three of them could ride away, since
the horses of the two Hop had captured in such
a clever manner had disappeared.
"Ther heathen must have took ther nags away
with him," said Brodie, in disgust. "What are
we goin' ter do now?"
"Hunt around an' find ther horses of Young
Wild West an' his pard;' advised Royal. "Then
yer kin foller us."
Without another word he started off, followed
by the two who had assisted him to take om· hero
and the scout across the creek. They had barely
started off when a shot sounded from the direction the Chinaman had gone., and then the clatter
of hoofs could be heard.
"They're comin'!" Brodie cried, as he ran to get
into the bushes to hide himself. "Look out, Jack."
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"Well, let 'em come," was the retort. "I'm
goin' ter put an end to Young Wild West if it's
ther last thing I do on earth."
Then he dashed away, and soon got a good lead
over his two companions, whHe Brodie and the
other man sought seclusion in the thick bushes.

CHAPTER IX.-Wild's Ready Rifle.
Our hero no sooner saw the three villains take
their hurried departure than he made up his mind
that there was a chance for them to escape.
Whether it was an ovei·sight or not, his reliable
Remington rifle lay upon the ground but a short
distance from where he was tied to the ttee.
"Charlie," said he, "see if you can't s lip your
bonds .. There is my rifle lying right there ready
for busrness. If we can onl y get .loose I wouldn't
be long in putting an encl to Jack Royal. I have
changed my mind about taking him alive and if
I can only draw a bead on him, you ca:i bet a
bu-llet will find a mark."
"Right yer are, Wild," answered the scout, and
then he proceeded to tug at the rope whlch bound
his wrists to the tree.
But the knots seemed to tighten rather than
!oosen, and ..a~.J;er a despera~e st~uggle, he gave
1t up for the time. Meanwhile Wild was working
cautiously. He moved his wrists back and forth
in an e!ldeavor. to . stretch the rope sufficiently to
allow !um to shp 1t. When he found it V'a s getting a little loose he took courage, and kept on.
"Charlie," said he, after five mum"""' , w d
passed, "I reckon I'll have my hands loose pretty
soon."
"I ho:re yer do, WHd," was the reply. I've
pulled till ther blamed rope is cuttin' so tight
into my :Vrists . t~at ther blood has putty near
stopped circulatm . They made a good job of it
when they tied me, 'an no mistake."
. The boy k~pt on working at the rope, but it was
ht~le he gamed. He could almost slip his left
wnst free, but could not quite do it.
Charlie made an effort to lean over and a ssist
him with his teeth, but the distance was a little
too fa1· for this to avail anything. When just
about ten minutes had passed Wild was almost
:ready to give it up. But when he suddenly heard
the clatter of hoofs and looked up and saw Jack
Royal galloping toward the bridge, he made one
final , effort, and succeeded. The rope parted.
The boy steadied himself to prevent his falling
upon his face from the force of the exertion he
had used t o free lfis hands. Jack Roya l was
close enough to see ~hat had happened; but he
merely uttered a trmmphant laugh, and then
called out:
"Don't think you'll git away, even if you have
got your hand free, Young Wild West. As soon
as I git there I'm goin' ter blow off ther top of·
your head. I've made up ;my mind ter kill yer,
no matter what happens to me afterward."
Rendered desperate now, our hero resolved to
get hold of the rifle. It was too far for him to
reach, as he knew, but between it and the tree was
a stick that might be used for the purpose. But
a s he r f'a ched 01,t he found that he had i·ot entirely released his wrists yet, though he had
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thought so when the rope parted. He gave a and Cheyenne had been left, and as he got there
desperate tug, and though it cut into his flesh, he he was just in time to see the two villains who
did not feel the pain.
had failed to find their own horses in the act of
Snap! The strand had broken. The instant mounting. The cowboys were so close that a
his hands were free Wild dropped to the ground shout from Hop instantly brought them to the
and seized the stick. With it he drew the rifle to scene, and the two men at once surrendered. Then
him and took a chance shot just as the horse they kept on through the woods until they met the
, other villain. When Jim finally saw Wild and the
struck the bridge.
As the report rang out Jack Royal uttered a scout running toward them he was so delighted
sharp cry. His i-evolver dropped from his hand that he threw his hat in the air.
"Well, boys, I see you have got three of them,''
and he reeled and fell from the saddle, striking
the edge of the bridge and dropping into the our hero said, in his cool and easy way, as he
waters of the creek. The frightened horse had looked at the prisoners. "Three alive is all right,
leaped high into the air, for it was so close to the I suppose. But Jack Royal and one of the others
flash of the rifle that it no doubt had felt the are dead."
danger. On it dashed, turping sharply as it got
Then Cheyenne Charlie thought of his own rifle,
over the bridge.
and taking his horse from Hop, who was holding
"Here comes two more of 'em, Wild!" cried it by the bridle, he mounted and rode over to
Cheyenne Charlie, who was delighted at vViJd's where the other villain had fallen. He found the
wonderful success. It happened that Max was in rifle, and joined the party at the bridge. It was
possession of the scout's rifle, and as he had seen necessary to fish the body of Royal from the creek
what had happened to Royal, he must have de- in order to get Hop's wallet, but this was soon
cided to avenge his death. He brought his horse done. Then his body and that of the other inan
to a halt at a little hill about two hundred feet were tied upon the backs of the horses, and with
dist'.olnt, and then raised the rifle. But Young the prisoners they set out for Stout's ranch.
'Wild West was ready now.
As it was not a great distance away, they were
Crang ! The Remington spoke sharply, and not long in getting there, and as some of the
Max pitched from the saddle. His companion, guests of the wedding anniversary were still there,
terror-stricken at what had happened, turned and quite a c1·owd came to meet them and congratuiate
1·ode back, as though for his life. But he had them. Everybody wanted to know all about it,
not gone very far when a shout was heard, and and it took Hop, Charlie and Jim to tell the comthe next thing he knew he was confronted by Jim plete story.
Dart and the cowboys. The v-illain threw up his
"Well,'' said Bill Stout, after everything had
hands and begged them not to shoot him, and in been understood, "I reckon ther best thing we kin
less than a minute he was disarmed and made a do with them prisoners an' ther two dead ones is
prisoner.
ter take 'em over to ther settlement. We don't
Meanwhile our hero had untied the rope that want 'em here, though I s'pose them three what's
held his ankles to the tree, and having once done alive yet oughter be lynched."
this, he lost no time in liberating the scout. They
"Well, don'.t do anything like that, Mr. Stout,''
had no weapons but the rifle, but they did not our hero advised. "Take them over to the settlehesitate to cross the bridge, for they had heard ment and make charges against them. They will
the shout which they knew was uttered by the be locked up, and it is quite likely they will get
cowboys:
the punishment they are deserving of."
As they got to the top of the little hill they
This about completes our story. If it had not
saw them, and then Cheyenne Charlie let out his been for Young Wild West's ready rifle the career
familiar yell once more. It was taken up by Jim of the dashing Boy Hero might have come to a
Dart and the cowboys, and the cheering echoed sudden close, for there was no doubt that Jack
from the woods. It happened that the two parties Royal meant to kill him as he was tied helpless
who had been sent out by our hero to approach to the tree. But the bullet had fo17Ild a mark,
the barn from different directions had met before even though no aim had been taken when the shot
they got there. They had both gone a little was fired.
further than was necessary, and hence the delay.
When they reached the spot, led by Hop, ·who had
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
met them a short distance fro,n it, they took a
WEST'S
ROAD AGENT HOLD-UP; or, ARIlook around, and then started toward the bridge.
Hop rode to the spot where the horses of Wild ETTA CARRYING THE MAIL."
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CUR.RENT NEWS
BISCUIT 100 YEARS OLD
An Indian biscuit, believed to be more than 100
years old, has been plowed up by Frank H. Hanks
of Peru, . Ind. T_he biscuit is a deer paunch
stuffed with a m1xture of meats. Indian lore
tells of the burying of stuffed deer in days of
plenty, to be dug up in lean days.
MINISTER GETS A BIG TIP
It pays to be a head waiter, the Rev. Fred F.
Brown! pastor of the First Baptist Church,
Knoxville, Tenn., and one of the most prominent
Baptist ministers in the South, believes. When
t~e Good Fellowship Club of the clrnrch gave a
dmner to the ,voman's Missionary Society, Dr.
Brown serv.ed as head waiter.
At the conclusion of the dinner he was handed
a "tip" from the women, a check for $1,500. Dr.
Brown was told to use it in defraying the expenses of his trip to the Baptist Alliance gathering at Stockholm, Sweden.
SNAP PHOTO IN A TEN-MILLIONTH
Through an apparatus operated by rapidly revolving mirrors, Dr. J. A. Anderson, a member
of the staff of Mount Wilson Observatory, can
take a photograph with an exposure of one tenmillionth of a second. Dr. Al1derson disclosed
his discovery before members of the American
Physical Society at a session held at the California Institute of Technology.

The instrument which was built at the observatory and is in successful operation, is usually
set at one ten-millionth of a second, but by adjustments the speed can be increased to one-onehundred-millionth of a second in rare insfances.
"JAPANESE" REGIMENT IS LOYAL TO
THE UNITED STATES
It may be "the largest Japanese regiment outside of Tokyo," but in spite of the fact that it is
composed almost entirely of young men of Japanese ancestry, every cadet is a loyal citizen of the
United States.
The reference is to the R. 0. T. C. unit at the
McKinley High School, Honolulu, which has more
than 700 cadets, the forbears of a majority of
whom were born in the Japanese Empire.
It is, perhaps, one of the finest illustrations of
the method by which the tenitory of Hawaii is
canying out an exhaustive program of Americanization. By virture of having been born within the territory, every cadet of Japanese encestry is a citizen of the United States, and they
were among the first to bring about the establishment of an R. 0. T. C. unit at the school when it
was suggested.
The McKinley unit excells in drilling. It has
its own band, organized under army direction,
and a splendid drum and bugle corps. Du1·ing the
recent session of the Legislature it was reviewed
by the lawmakers.
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GOING IT ALONE
-Or,-

A BOY WITHOUT A HOME
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XVIII.-( Continued)
Tom drew a deep breath. Be began to see how
fo0lish he had been. In fact, it was true as
White had said that even if he had accidentally
killed the villain he had not committed a real
crime. He had simply taken justice and vengeance into his own hands.
So with some relief Tom was persuaded to eat
.,ome supper and then he told White the whole
story about the gold claim that had been left him
by the hermit.
White listened with a grave face.
When Tom had finished, he said:
"Probably that claim was all the hermit believed it to be. On the other hand, remember that
he has tried all his life to locate such a claim. It
hardly seems likely that he would make sure of
a deposit of gold and never work it."
"But he was old and ready to die. You know
his explanation was that he feared that if he got
so much money he might abandon his free life
here and go back to civilization."
"Oh, well, it may be that the claim was valuable. vVe will see what we can do to-morrow.
In any event the claim must be registered."
"No, that is the trouble. There is a plan of it
and the gold is there, but he never registered it."
"And you don't know where it is located?"
asked White is surprise.
"I do not. The full directions are on the plan,
and that is in the, hands of Big Bill Wallace
now."
"Thunder! I hope that you will see now what
a fool you are to give any such coyotes as Gaspard a show after this. They will come back at
you in spite of that."
"I shall remember it."
"Good I Now in the morning we will go over
and see Wild Bill. We will get that phn back
or get his hide."
Tom felt better. He realized that he had in
White a strong-hearted pal. He talked with him
until a late hour and then both retired.
The next day they started for Yellow P.ass.
When they arrived there they visited several public places, but heard nothing about the murder
of any one. They did not even hear about any
attack being made on the person of such an illustrious person as Gaspard, the robber.
But they disc0vered a startling thing had happened at an early hour that rooming. The saloon of Wild Bill Wallace had caught on fire and
there was not a stick or a stone left of it.
It was nothing but a heap of ashes.
Wallace himself was wandering about the mining town crazed with misfortune. He declared

that he had lost his most valuable possessions in
the fire.
Tom and Cass White listened to all thi;;, and
they exchanged glances.
"Kid," said White, "put two and two together
and you will understand what he means by his
most valuable possessions. They were no doubt in
his mind the claim papers of the hermit's mine."
"That is probably true," agreed Tom ..
"Those papers were no doubt burned up in that
fire."
It was a thrilling reflection that this was likely
true.
In fact, it was learned later whe.n they ~·an
across Wallace themselves. White faced him
with a gun, saying sternly:
"Wallace, I want those claim papers. You
know that _they were stolen from this kid here."
Wallace smiled in a sickly way, and admitted:
"Put up yer gun, White. I know it well. Dut
that won't do eithei- of us any good now. I have
lost them. They were burned up."
It was established as a fact that the lega cy left
to Tom Arnold by the hermit was ashes. Tne location of the pocket of gold was destined to be
probably forever unknown unless some one stur.1bled on it by accident as he had.
Tom felt better, though he was disappointed
at the loss. He, however, said:
"White, I think we can find that claim ou rselves if we look for it. I am sui-e that old Joe
Nestor knew that there was a large fortune
there, and if we can find it we will be all right."
White at first demurred. But at last he agreed
to remain at ·Yellow Pass and make search for
the lost claim.
It happened that Tom and White were not the
only ones who made quest for the lost claim. A
number of prospectors hired by Wallace raked
the hills clean in search of it. They did not find
a trace.
·
Meanwhile Tom learned to his satisfaction that
he had not taken the life of the villain Gaspard
and that he was still defying capture by the law.
This relieved the young prospector greatly.
Gaspard disappeared after that. Wallace, the
saloon-keeper, gave up the quest for the lost claim,
but 'rom Arnold kept at it. He was determined to
find it at any cost.
Cass White, Tom Arnold's new friend and pal,
wanted him to leave Yellow Pass and go to Green
River with him where he was sure that there was
a rich gold strike.
The big mining company had acquired about all
the best placer land about the Pass and mining
was no longer so profitable.
But Tom was determined to find the lost claim
that Hermit Joe Nestor had. left to him. He regretted the day that he had permitted the outlaw
Gaspard to hide in the cabin which had given him
the chance to steal the plan of the claim.
The fact that it was not recorded militated
against its being located. It was characteristic
of Hermit Nestor that he should keep the location a secret by not recording it.
Tom was sure that the claim was not far from
the hermit's cabin where he and White had lived
ever since Nestor's death.
(To be continued.)
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GOOD READING
TANNING VATS 100 YEARS OLD
Workmen excavating a sewer on Plum street,
Portland, Me., have unearthed tanning vats that
are at least 100 years old. Pine planks of which
the vats are constructed are as sound as the day
they were laid, apparently. A small piece of
leather was found in one of the vats.
SERVICE RECORD BROKEN
All r ecords for length of service in the same
job have been broken in France by Alexis Fauchon, a farm-hand of Glos, in Normandy, who has
completed seventy-six years in the same position.
Fanchon, who is eighty-five, entered the Mouton
Far m when he was nine as a herder. He is now
$er ving the great grandson of his original employer.
FINDS RING IN GIZZARD
When Henry Wagaaner of Peoria, Ill., lost a
$250 diamond ring recently, he reported the loss
to the police, who learned the ring had been
mi ssed soon after he fed his chickens. They advised him to search his chickens. W agaaner did.
After killing eighteen he found the missing gem
in the gizzard of one. He has invited his neighbors to a chicken dinner.
HISTORY OF GOLD LEAF
The process of making gold leaf has been known
since the eighth century B. C. It is found in
connection with the most ancient known mummies, having been u sed for covering teeth, tongue,
skin, etc. Sometimes it is also found on the coffins. Gold leaf was also used on the tomb and
monuments of ancient Egypt. In the eleventh
century it seems to have attained a s high a degree of perfection as to-day.
A POST AL IMPROVEMENT
Another time and labor-sa ving device for use
in expediting the mails has passed the experimental stage and is bein,g tested by the Post Offive Department.
The device will pm-cancel
stamps put up in coils for use on other than firstclass mail by large mailers, before the stamps
have been affixed, and will then recoil them in
the. original sized coil. Heretofore many large
users of such mail have purchased uncancelled
stamps in coil s which were then placed on out- going mail by stamp-affixing machines already in
general use, necessitating the running of such
mail through the cancelling machines at the postoffice. With the new device in operation, however, the stamps would be purchased already canceled. The mail with the canceled stamps affixed
would then be sorted and tied in bundles by the
mailer according to destinations and sent to the
post-office where it would go to the trains, leaving
the canceling machines at the post-off ce free for
other work. The new device is called the pl'e-

canceling machine. Various types have been devel~ped by a number of ma"!lufacturers to a point
which the Department believes warrants giving
them a try-out.
THE SCOTLAND YARD SYSTEM
"That lost and found property department at
Scotland Yard is one of the best things they have
i!} L~ndon," said I;, woman who has spoo.t much
t11;1e 1.n Englai:td.
Last summer I had experience
w!th 1~. I fell mto a sort of habit of losing things.
First 1t was a valuable umbrella. I did not miss
it until I got to my hotel after an after theatre
supper. The next morning I made by husband
take me to the theatre and two restaurants where
we had b~en the night before, but without result.
Then an American friend suggested Scotland
Ya1·d. I went there, and the1·e it was. It had
been turned in by a cab driver. Twice afterward
I lost that umbl'ella and got it back in the same
fashion, each time leaving as a reward for the
cab driver a per cent. of the value of the umbrella, as required. Then I lost a fine pair of opera
glasses and I got them back. · It is an excellent
system the police oyer there have of encouraging
hon~sty._ A ca? driver who finds anything in his
veluc!e 1s required t? turn it in, and he knows
that if the owner claims it he will be rewarded."
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INTER.ESTING R.ADIO NEWS AND HINTS
,.

The Reinartz Receiver and
Amplifier
No circuit has aroused more interest among
amateurs than the Reinartz radio receiver. It is
..small, compact, simple to construct, and not costly, as it requires only very few parts. This receiv.er will do almost everything that the more expensive sets will do, if constructed and tuned correctly. Any boy could make one, as all the instruments are bo11ight ready made. You only
have to put them in their proper places and wire
them together. It does not require much skill to
do that, as everything is laid out on the diagram
in its best position. If you fold the plan lengthwise, just over the lamps, and bend upward the
part containing the jacks, rheostats and condensers, you can see how it looks when finished.
The Reinartz coil, at one side in the drawing,
really sets on the baseboard behind the 23-plate
condenser, but the taps from it go up over the

A close study of the hook-up printed below will
show two separate instruments separated by an
upright dotted line. You can make one or both
instruments, as you please, but with the amplifier
you get much louder signals.
The diagram shows you the receiver and the
amplifier wiring just as it would look if you were
viewing it laid flat on a table .
For each one you will, however, need a baseboard and a drilled panel to hold the various
instruments.
Let us examine the receiver first. To build it
you will need :
1 Panel 6 x 10 inches, rubber or Bakerlite.
1 baseboard 6 x 9 inches ½ inch thick.
1 UV-200 or 201 lamp and socket.
1 23-plate variable condenser (vernier).
1 11-plate variable condenser.
1 vernier rheostat, 6 to 8 ohms.
1 variable gridleak.
1 001 mica cendenser.
1 switch.
18 switch points.
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The Reinartz Receiver and Amplifier
condeni:;er and are attached to the back of the
switch points, as indicate:!. Before boring your
panel make an an,gle of panel and baseboard, and
set up the various instruments to see where they
had best be placed, in order to keep the leads
as short as possible. Then they can be assembled
where they belong. The shorter •your wi:ring is
from one instrument to anothc,r, the better your
set will work. The lamp sockets can be set about
an inch away from the panel to best advantage,
and this helps to shorten the wiring. Where possible bend your busbar first, with slightly rounded
angles, and force it into the spaghetti afterward,
as the spaghetti is liable to break at the angle if
bent with the wire between the jaws of a pair of
pliers. Try to do all your work neatly, so you
•can take pride in showing it to your relations and
friends when it is finished.

7 binding posts.
1 Reinartz spiderweb coil.
Some busbar and spaghetti.
The lamu socket, gridleak and coil are fastened
te the baseboard, also the battery ground and
aerial binding-posts.
The panel carries the two condensers andrheostat, the switch points and the switches.
The 001 condenser is joined between the wires
ending behind the phone posts, the rheostat is
below it, and the lamp stands behind the rheostat.
Be sure to join the 1gridleak close to the grid terminal of the lamp socket:
The spiderweb coil is fastened behind the 23pla te condenser (as stated before) above which
the switches are placed as shown. When everything is assembled the spiderweb coil leads are
the last to go on. Four go to one set of switch

'
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points, four to the other, and ten to the middle
set. The coil was drawn at one side to show you
how it was connected, but a bracket holds it to
the baseboard. You will notice a wire end is
soldered to switch point No. 4 on one side, and
another to No. 10 of the middle set of switch
points. The inside of the panel should be shielded
with copper tissue stuck on with shellac, but the
copper must be cut away from around all the instruments, leaving at least ¼ inch clearance.
You must solder a piece of copper wire to the
shielding and fasten the other end to the ground
binding-post. The connecting wires must be in•
sulated by encasing them in spaghetti, and they
must be bent at various angles to avoid running
any two parallel with each other, excepting where
they run to the battery, aerial and ground posts.
Keep them as far apart as you can.
If you wish to build the amplifier, too, you will
require the following articles:
1 panel 6 x 10 inches. •
1 baseboard 6 x 9 inches.
2 201 or 201A lamps and sockets.
2 audio transformers 5 to 1.
1 choke coil.
2 double circuit jacks.
2 rheostats.
7 binding-posts.
Busbar and spaghetti.
The two rheostats and three jacks are mounted
on the panel and the choke coil on the back of the
panel. The lamps and transformers are secured
to the baseboard a couple of inches apart. It is
safer to have the primary of one transformer
pointed one way and that of the next transformer
at an angle with it.
The choke coil can be made by winding 30
turns of No. 26 double silk-covered copper wire on
a pasteboard tube 1 ¼ x 1 14, inches. If the reception is not clear unwind or add a few turns of
wire to the coil until it is coi-rected. These choke
coils, like the spiderweb coils, can be bought of
dealers in radio supplies if you do not wish to
make one.
When soldering this set, use as little :flux as
possible, and be sure to avoid acids, as they corrode the wires. Solderall is a flux. It is cheaper
and better to buy ready-made coils and flux than
to try to make them. 'When using the amplifier
with the receiver you must join the two with two
pieces of copper wire from the phone posts on
the receiver to the input posts on the amplifier,
and use the posts at the extreme right-hand side
for your horn. If a plug is used, the r1ght-hand
plug hole or the posts are for a horn connection,
as the noise would be too loud for phones, but
the phones can be plugged into either of the other
two jacks.
The tunning operation of this set requires fine
adjustment. The condenser dials must be turned
till all the plates are out, and the plate switchthe one at the right, should be on the middle contact point. The tuning switch in the center must
be placed on the center point, and the grid (lefthand) switch should be on the center contact.
Then turn your rheostat until a hissing sound is
reached. Next vary the center and left switches
until you get the strongest signals. After that
vary the right inductance switch and the left condenser until the1·e is no distortion of the signals.
Never burn your tube filament too brilliantly.
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You will need a 100-f~ot aerial for this set, and
if used in cool weather, late at night, very distant stations may be tuned in. The writer had no
difficulty in picking up Miami, Florido, from
New York, with a home-made set built from the
plan given above.
You can use the same "A" or filament battery
for both receiver and amplifier, but require two
45-volt "B" batteries, one for the receiver and
the other for the amplifier to be attached where
specified. This set has been arranged so that !he
battery, ground and aerial leads go to the rear,
in order to keep cumbersome wires away from the
panel.
In our next number we will have a diagram and
directions to build a Cockaday receiver and amplifier.
ANTENNA CANNOT SERVE TWO
One antenna will not serve two receiving sets,
owing to the different characteristics of the receiving circuits and the difference in the wave
lengths to which they are tuned. Two or more
antennae can be erected on the same roof, but i~
such case the wires should extend at right angles and about twenty feet away from each other.
The characteristics of some circuits make them
act as s,nall transmitting sets as well as receiving, and the result is that the nearby antenna
picks up interference radiated from the other
wire.
·

a

SUPPLEMENT ARY RESISTANCE
New tubes which have recently appeared on the
market seem to have created considerable confusion in the mind of the average radio listener relative to the use of rheostats for proper control.
There are four tubes which require special consideration. They are the UV-201-A, UV'-199,
Cunningham 301-A and Cunningham 299. The
UV-201-A and Cunningham 301-A are designed
to operate with a six-volt storage battery in connection with a 4- to 6-ohm rheostat. However, a
higher resistance rheostat will serve more efficiently to keep the filament voltage as low as is
consistent. The UV-199 and the Cunningham 299
operate on three dry cells in se1·ies and require a
30-ohm rheostat. Practically all of the other
tubes function with a standard 4- to 6-ohm rheostat and for that reason the majority of "A" bat.tery rheostats on the market have a resistance of
4 to 6 ohms.
If the operator desires to use one of the three
volt tubes in connection with a 4- to 6-ohm rheostat ·he can do so by adding a small variable 25ohm resistance unit to the rheostat already on
the set. This supplementary resistance transforms the 4- to 6-ohm rheostat to a 30-ohm rheostat. The supplementary unit can be connected be""
tween the negative terminal of the "A" battery ·
and the rheostat. Resistance units of this type
are now on the market.
A BIT OF ADVICE
When hooking- up a set keep the grid leads as
short as possible, and do not use acid to soldN
joints, as it slowly corrodes and ruins you:i; wirr.s,
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miles in the water. A skiff manned by four
watchers accompanied him.
The powerboat Angus, which also traveled r,art
NEW YORK, AUGUST 31, 1923
· way with Walker, lost the swimmer when it left
him to take a sick newspaper man to shore.
TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
The fresh water swim sapped Walke1·'s
8 1ngle <.:01,;es ...••. . ....• •. •.. Po•tai.e Freo
7 Cent.
strength. His legs were partially and tempora0 ne Cot>y 'three .1\lonths.....
''
·•
90 Ceuts
rily paralyzed. . He ·slept exhausted on a cot in
One Cop_y !Six l\loutil• ...... . .
$1.'lo
O ne Co1ly One Yeur ......... .
the United States Coast Guard Station here.
S.50
Cauadn, $4.00; 1roreign, $4.00.
"V,,'e were without a compass," he said when
HOW '.l'O SE.ND l\IONE:Y - At our rii;k semi l'. 0.
aroused, "and during the day followed a course
rewittancea
Letter;
Registered
or
Check
~oney On.ler,
directed by the sun and depended upon the moon
lll any other way are at your risk: We accept Postuge
and stars last night.
Stamps the same as cash. When sending silver wra11
fhe Coin in a separate piece of paper to avoid cuttiug
''Once in the night I was on the verge of giving
the ell\·eJope. Write your name an<l ,iddress pluinJy.
up. It was when we hit a heavy fog and lost
Address letters to
HARRY E. WOLFF, track of the moon.
Harry K Wolff, Pres.
"But I was nearing my goal and, tired as I had
Publisher, Inc.,
Charles E. Nylander, Sec.
grown, something within me spurred me on and
}
L. F. \\'ilzin, 1.'reatt.
166 W. 23d St., N. Y. we sighted Lorain lighthouse at 9 :30. The battle
was the toughest from there in. I had to fight a
choppy sea and there seemed to be a strong curi-ent that wanted to pull me to the west.
"At daylight we were about three miles out of
IT'S A BIG JOB FOR A BEE TO MAKE Lorain and a new determination to reach the goal
arose. I seemed to get renewed strength and
A POUND OF HONEY
A Washington figure shark has estimated that made good time from there on."
to turn out one pound of honey, bees must have
-·-·---•..•-i•--..·••-taken the nectar from more than 62,000 clover
blossoms and that to accomplish this, there would
be required same 2,750,000 visits to the blossoms
by the bees. In other words, to collect sufficient
"That's what I call a Judas kiss." "What's
nectar to make up one pound of honey a bee must that?" "One from my wife, to see if I have been
proceed to hive, to flower and back again 2,750,- drinking."
~
000 times.
Browne--Why did you refuse to shake hands
JAPANESE PEARLS INFERIOR
with Smith? Towne-He's a great secret society
Something approaching consternation swept the man, and I was afraid I'd get the grip.
London market when it became known that the
Customer-I paid fifteen cents for that last
Japanese were producing what were declared to
be real pearls by introducing into one oyster a cigar you sold me, didn't I? Clerk-Yes, sir.
particle of mother-of-pearl sewn up in shell-pro- Customer-Let me have one for about one thousducing tissue taken from another oyster. New and dollars.
York jewelers were not so readily driven into
"Men's promises," the young wife said, between
panic, and they now state that the unnatural
stimulation ·induced by the method results in a sobs, "are like pie crust--" "That's touig·h,"
pearl of distinctly inferior quality; held to the said the young husband, and then sp.e got angry
light, the difference is readily seen. The surface enough to c1·y.
lacks the lustre and pinkish glow of the natural
pearl; it has a dead, waxy appearance, and the
Minnie-What frauds these beggars are! I
texture is not so fine. As an additional precau- met a "blind" man, who said "Please give me a
tion the X-ray is used; this never fails to differ- penny, beautiful lady." Mamie-Yes, he said that
entiate , the natural from the forced variety, and to make you think he really was blind.
shows the nucleus of the latter to be large and
solid instead of small and often hollow, as are
"That new manager seems to be a big gun,"
the cores of natural pearls.
said the stenographer. "Yes; and he is quickfiring, too," said the cashier. "I have already received notice that my services are not wanted."
SWIMS LAKE ERIE IN 20 HOURS 15
First robber (who formerly lived in a boardingMINUTES
. Carbis A. Walker of· Cleveland swam across house)-Sh ! These people must be rich. SecL_a ke Erie, arriving at Lorain, Ohio, Aug. 2, at ond Robber-Why? First Robber-I went into
6 :30 A. M., from Point Pelee, on the Canadian the pantry and found a strawberry shortcake
·
shore, which he left at 9 :15 A M. Aug. 1. He with strawberries in it!
roused himself from his exhaustion long enough
to say say:
Claude-I thought you were not going to pay
"Never again!"
more than $50 for a wheel. Maud-I didn't mean
Walker, who represents the Cleveland Y. M. C. to when I went into the store, but he said if I'd
A., landed at Lorain just ·20 hours and 15 minutes take the $60 wheel he would let me have a dollar
i.fter he started. He had traveled thirty-three pump for 89 cents.
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INTERESTING NEWS ARTICLES
HELP TO REFOREST EUROPE
Seeds from American trees are being sent to
Europe to renew forests destroyed during the
war. The American Forest Association has supplied 25,000,000 seeds from Pacific Coast trees
to England alone. These include Douglas fir,
Sitka spruce, and Western larch, which s~m
especially suited to climatic conditions there.
PALE STINE CENSUS
A recent census of Palestine shows that 10 per
cent. of the population is Christian. The total
population, 757,182 approximately, equals that of
Boston. Seventy-nine per cent. if Mahometan and
11 per cent. Jews. Jerusalem and Tiberius have
more Jews than other cities. In the former, out
of 62,000, 34,000 are Hebrews. Nazareth has 7,525 inhabitants, nearly two-thirds of whom are
Christians, and in Bethlehem Christians predominate, there being 5,830, with only 818 of Jews
and Mahometans.
The principal seaport, Jaffa, has about 47,000
people, of whom there are 20,000 each of Jews
and Mahometans and about 7,000 Christians. The
other large centers of population are very largely
l\fahometan.
The Palestine Weekly, a Zionist organ, declares
that according to Roman figures this country has
supported a population of 7,000,000, which is
legend and not fact. When one considers that the
area of Palestine is about equal to that of Vermont and that it has about an equal amount of
arable land, one questions seriously whether, with
the highest development of her natm·al 1·esources,
it will be possible for Palestine ever to support a
greatly augmented population. Vermont in 1920
counted 352,428 people within the State.
NEW 10,400-ACRE N. J. PARK
New Jersey's new 10,400-acre park at High
Point, N. J., the gift of Colone Anthony R.
Kuser, was opened 1·ecently. The 1·eservation is
at the highest point of Sussex County, and is 1,806 feet above sea level, at the north end of Kittaninny range.
The park affords a splendid view over three
states-New Jersey, Pennsylvania and New
York.
The park land includes Marcia Lake, the state's
highest body of water. It also includes the residence built by Colonel and Mrs. Anthony R.
Kuser of Bernardsville, a number of years ago.
The Kusers have deeded this tract with the building to the state for recreation purposes.
Under an act of the legislature Governor Silzer
appointed a High Point Park Commission, with
\Vayne Dumont of Paterson as chairman, and
John J. Stanton as secretary, and this commission
has taken over the property for the state, and
had charge of the formal opening. There was a
luncheon at 1 P. M., in charge of the Highway
Point Park Commission.
The Kuser 1·esidence, which is turned over to
the state with the tract, was built in 1911, and
stands in the center of High Point Park. It con-

tains several large rooms and many small ones.
There are other buildings on the estate, all of
·which ·will fit into the scheme of recreation development. The residence stands at an elevation
of over 1,600 feet, the highest site of residentiii,l
occupation in New Jersey.
High Point Park is easily reached by motor or
by rail over the Erie to Port J enris, or over the
Susquehanna and Western Railroad to Sussex.
Another way is by the Lackawanna Railroad to
Newton or Bmnchville, and by moto1· from these
points to Sussex and from theie to the park. The
park is six miles by motor from Port Jervis.
A SALT INDUSTRY IN THE BAHAMAS
Salt City, one of the Bahamas, like Lot's wife,
was tm·ned into a pillar of salt. This little group
of islands known as the British West Indies
stretch lazily out on the blue waters of the Caribbean under a still bluer sky. One of them is
now owned by John McCutcheon, the famous cartoonist, who bought this "treasure island in the
tropics" as a honeymoon goal and has made it his
permanent winter residence. The very last of
this group, so small as to look like a pin point
on the map, is Turks Island, of which Grand
Turk is the largest. Ten miles away is Salt City,
a little strip three miles long and about only
three-quarters wide. Here is a salt industry
which has been in the possession of an American
family for many years.
The present ruler of this diminutive salt domain is W. B. Harriot; he and his family are the
only white people on the island. It is like a feudal estate whose serfs are blacks. These three
hundred and more inhabitants are all engaged in
shipping salt for export trade.
The island is shaped like a shallow bowl. Huge
pumps force sea water into the interior, where the
sun evaporates the water and leaves a residue of
salt. This is then collected, ground and shipped.
Men and boys use varying shaped rakes to collect the salt from these ponds and load it into
carts, when it is taken to the beach and deposited
in pyramidal piles. After exposure the salt soon
gets very hard and the men use pickaxes to break
it up so that the women can fill the bags. These
bags are then placed in carts and can:ied to the
lighters and taken out to the ship; for, since even
the beach is salt instead of sand, all vessels lie
almost a mile from land. Each bag holds half a
bushel and these are emptied and brought back
for refilling, the salt being shipped in bulk.
The architecture of this salt island is unique.
A two-story bungalow has its upper story made
en,tirely of open shutters, while the entire first
floor is filled with salt. The curious reason for
this is that the salt serves as ballast and often
keeps the whole house from blowing away in a
sudden hurricane, which in these tropical islands
happens along with the fickleness of an April
At Grand Turk the British Government also
shower.
ships fiber as well as salt. This town boasts a
libral'y, tennis courts; yes, and even a jail.
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HERE AND THERE
CANNON-BALL IN TREE
While cutting down a tree on a farm near Blue
Springs, Mo., Noah Russell and William Brown
found a cannon-ball embedded in the trunk. It
had apparently penetrated the trunk of the tTee
during the Civil War battle near Blue Springs
and had whitened with age. The tree which died
about two years ago had completely covered the
cannon-ball and all evidence of its entrance.
FIRELESS RAILWAY LOCOMOTIVE
It was in Germany that the fireless cook stove
was perfected, and there is now, it is reported, on
foot in France a plan to develop an efficient fireless railway locomotive. It is equipped with a
bo.iler after the manner of other lacomotives, but
the water in it is heated to the necessary temperature from a stationary plant. Enough powex can
be stored in it to operate it four hours for switchin,g purposes in a railway yard, and it does not,
it is contended, take more than fifteen minutes to
charge it.
A BED OF GIANT SCALLOPS
The discovery by the United States Bureau of
Fisheries of an inexhau tible bed of giant scallops off the Atlantic coast was reportetl by Commissioner Hugh M. Smith to Secretary Redfield
recently. It is said -to extend all the way from
Block Island to the Virginia Capes and appears
to be thirty miles or more in width. _William M.
Welsh and Dr. Henry B. Bigelow, two of the bu1·eau's scientists, who have just completed a trip
from the New England coast to Norfolk in the
Fish Commissioner's ves el, the Grampus, said
that at each haul the dredge brought up from one
to tln-ee bushels of scallops. Another trip is to
be made at once to map out the bed, but from the
information already secured the fisheries officers
feel confident that a virtually inexhaustible supply of edible bivalves has been found. Heretofore the giant scallop had been found only in
spots along the Maine coast, although the small
variety is common.
3½-POUND BOTTLE RAISES 15 TONS

In a steel bottle thirteen inches long and weighing three and a half pounds, there is stored
enough power to lift 30,000 pounds at one operation. Walter S. Josephson, a consulting engineer,
has perfected this portable device which makes
use of a highly expansible fluid. A demonstration
was given recently in Long Island City when a
ten-year-old girl turned a small screw on the
bottle and let loose enough p1·ess u1:e to raise a
truck weighing 11,500 pounds.
Many uses have been suggested for the power
bottle. For emergency purposes it could be applied to a piston jack for lifting a street car off
a victim several seconds after an accident. It
will facilitate operations around terminals,
wharves and freight yards when other and more
expensive stationary machines are not at hand.
An attachment is supplied to enable the inflation

, fJl tires.

"Our appliances expound no new principle in
nature. They simple take advantage of an old one
and adapt it to new uses. We propose to establish
stations where our containers can be inexpensively cha1·ged and to sell them at popular prices.
With one of these steel bottles a man could .:limb
to the top of a mountain or carry to any part of
the world in his pocket a power capable of liftin 6
fifteen tons at one operation. He may, if he desires, hold the power for ten years before he
draws any of it off, and he will find there has
been no change in its efficiency all that time."
BENDS TACKS WITH TEETH
The average man thrown out of work when he
was forty would probably twiddle his thumbs and
sit on the veranda. But Peter Gluntz of Antwerp, Minn., was not an average man. He sat
in the kitchen looking for opportunities. One day
he noticed his wife having great difficulty hammering a tack straight.
Tack after tack was inserted in the oilcloth
only to be knocked awry by his pretty young wife .
Gluntz plucked out a number of these and examined them. Save for a slight bend in the
middle the tacks were perfectly good. Gluntz
went back to his chair, but an idea be~an to work
in his busy brain. There must be millions of
spoiled tacks like that U1at could be reused if
properly straightened out. Why not ?
But how? Other men would have stopped right
there, but not Peter Gluntz. To think with him
was to act.
Gluntz had a wonderful set of plates made for
him by a Kansas City dentist whom he had once
saved from a bad scrape. Gluntz could crack nuts
with hi teeth. They never came out. That
night he departed for Kansas City and had his
friend cover the molars with steel. And thus was
born a great new industry-tack straightening.
Gluntz liad his den fitted out with a Morris
chair and tack chute. At first only one tack
could be straightened out at a time, but Gluntz
was not discouraged. He set his teeth, resolved
to succeed. Within a week he was gulping up
mouthfuls of tacks at a time and discharging
them straightened and ready for reuse into a
c1·ude, homemade tack canier on the right.
Glunzt adve1·tised for useless tacks all over the
country. People were interested in the "Tackhead"-his trade name-and soon Gluntz had a
big hill of tacks in his back yard. He converted
hi parlor into a shipping station for the straightened tacks and soon had salesmen on the road
everywhere distributing his unusual product. The
straightened tack, bearing the marks of Gluntz's
teeth, was a self-seller.
There were obstacles, of course, such as fatigue
of the jaws, blood poisoning and so on, but gradually he could afford to take months off at a time,
leavin,g the business in the care of his wife, who
by this time had also made a visit to the Kansas
City dentist.
Glunzt has no children, so his only regret is
that the business will have to pass into strange
mouths.
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,
~
~
1,~,i

Sell lladtson .. Better.Made'' Shirts, Pa.Jama.e, and :N Jc-btsbjrts direct from our

1\.j

It has been
stated on what is
supposed to be
go o d authority
that the world's
NO RED TAPE
total output of
~"1tH~
J!A~o~~ J'c.0 ~
fadi~3 plat. finish and when
pins is at the rate
you receive It depoeit $.3.15
with postman and the rin&
of 200,000,000 a
I• yours for k,eep1-no more
to p a y-•«tulaction 1uar ..
day. If so, it may
ant••d Of' mon•Y ah•olute.
/y refunded without any
seem surprising
,:cd tap4!. ,I you don't Ii••
th~rin• witltin1davswco:r.
that the world
AHTEX DIAMONDS have
i s n 't becoming
!~
~~k tb~a;:;:i::~!:d
- -ahnoet. de!yioc life time .-s:carpeted
w it.h
oerta. They • ta.DU the diamond tett.
pins. We know
Order hy number. rina: deatred.
how easily they
eiueho wn by • tr!pofpa,pert:od
to e.ucl a.round your fincer jojnt..
are lost - where
FREE !:n~ 0::::ffl1:l~~~:!
do they go to?
~~~~\)i:~T ::!.1~!T~:.:1::: ~!:
rlnl<•.
Most
of them I
~~trt:,~.m-r::n~~,-:r
~
decay into nothyeara.
ingness, for act•sim.~~lt!.~ll.'?~':t Ill. P.
ually the pin is
not such a timedefying article as
it seems. Every
pin dropped in a
damp place soon
turns into a few
grains of rust.
With new pins
turned out by machinery in such
immense numbers
in this century
they are not considered very valuable, but in the
fourteenth c en tury, when pins
were first introduced they were
valuable articles
not to be lightly
lost, recall s Everyday
Science.
An old law permitted the sale of
pins on only two
days in the year,
the first and second of January.
It was then the S"PECIALLv~
custom of all the
womenfolk to buy
their pins for the
Brand new blue steel,
f o 11 o w i n g 12
dO"Oble safety automatics
booght before recent tariff raise
months.
As is a.nd
offered at:,gecial pri<"cs for a limited
s t i I I customary t1m4:;. Rea-u!arr~·oo, 25-calibre, 7-llhotauto•
they went to their ~i!,~';•,4~(;;~~"S .. ona-, our No. 74B110• ape.Or i:egular $2.6.00 heavy nervictt-82-ca.tibre,10-sbot notomahusbands or fa- t1c,
6m.lonlbourNo. 7;4D120.speclalat$9.. 75. EXTRA
th e r s for the MAGAZIN1t. F_REE Wltb
each gun. Bot.b aius ehoot all
standard cartr1da-es.
wherewithal, and
PAY POSTMAN ON DnlVl!RY pin• PoStaae.
Money
back
promptly
If kot SaUsfJed.
hence the term
CONSUMERS CO., Dept. 748 12H a....__,N.Y.
"pin mon-ey."

factory to wearer. Nationally adTertlBtd.
EAay to sell. E.xcluBh'e patterne. Exceptlona.l Taluea. No experience or
capit&l required. I.&rire steady income
assured. Entirely new proposition.

I~
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W/IIITE FOR FREE SAMPLES.
• •way, N. Y. City

MADISON SHIRT CO., 503

1
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nt•)
~ rJ:, ,:, :j~~~~~~
OR.QUA\'l.f SAtlrfA.QIUM.
971 MADISON.OHIO
/Npe.

VE TRLOQIIS

w.ui,ut almost any one at home. .i.tnal.l . .Ill.,
Send 'l.'OLJAl'. 2 ewilie !Ol" parU..uau ao<I

p~oot.

GEORGE W. SMITH
Roon1 J\l-70a, 125 N. Jeff Ave .• Peoria, Ill.
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Bir. Handsome, Dressed, Sleepina-

Doll oent prepaid for sellinir ONLY
SIX PACKETS new Hiirhly Perfumed Sachet Powder AT IOc.
Thie is a Special Offer to introduce
our sachet.
We also irln lllama Dolls, Walkinrr
Dolls, and premium• for boys.

Lane Mfg. Co. Dept.153
Mt. Vernon,N. Y.

.imp es

Tonr skin aan be quickly cl6ared of Pimples, Blackhead• Acne Eruptions on Ule face or body, llarbera
Itch. Eczema. Enlarged Pores, Oily or Shiny Sk!>a.

DEE
Fn

Write today for my FREE Booklet, "A
eOL•!ft-TONB SKt."'l,'' tell~ how I C"Ored
~bo!~rh~.Ji:::~
E.S.GIVEHS, 186 Ch§1nioal Eldc.,Kau-Citi,,Mo.

cle!!~~~~~

$1000 CHh eay5 l~~:8

_a.ctoryto Rider

St1.V'e8 110 tu t'L5 nn tbt> R.an~er
you sel~ct from 44 Stytoa, co lore and

sizes. Dellvt"red frPe r n approval e:e-

IfMonths toPay ~=~~rir.~.-~~

prtslll vrei,&ld

ror 3G Uaya FreeTrial.
0

vur liberal ,-t-ar to r-ay plan.

....fire.s
:-~~e!a.ea,o;ft~fJr•t~:~t~=~
no1\" pr' ..
:mo.a• trial otf'erend terms.

~ead(yde
Comv~Wrlto
6f.11
Dept cissChtc•'af• ~~
et1.

DBACCD

Habit Cured or No Pay

Any form, ciaan,ciaarettea,pipe. cbewina oranuff
Guaranteed. Hannie•• Complete treatm.entaent
""" tri,-1. Coat. Sl .00 if it cure •. Nothin,r if it faHa..

SUPERB.A. CO• .11-21. Ba1$ia••• Md.

WILD WEST WEEKLY

OUR TEN - CENT HAND BOOKS

--LATEST ISSUES - -

Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Inform ation on Almost Every Subject.

l();j'.! Young Wild WeRt in thf' "Land of Dead Things'';
or, Arletta and tbe Vultures.
" Lightning Leap; or, a Desperate Duel on
Hor~ehnck.
1054 " In the Golden Valley; or, Arletta's Indian Sign .
1055 " Mnrked Mustang; or, Tr-npping the Horsa
'l'hleves.
1056 " anil "Puncher Pete": or, Arietta and the Dyna•
mite.
1051 " Almost Beaten; or, The Secret of the Blasted
P1ne.
1058 •· Bufl'nlo Hunt; or, Arlettn'R Awr111 }{!Cle.
10!59 " at Boll"<'nr Bnttl'; or, The Cnmo Thnt Was Run
hy ''Barl" Men.
1060 '' a nil the Trapped Troopers; or, Arletta and the
Apache Amh11sh.
1061 " nn<l the C'owglrl Queen: or, The Clean-up nt
Rnncl1 Fort v.
1062 " a nil the Indtnn Agent; or, Ari!ll ta's Daring
Expose.
·
1063 " anrl the Rich Ranchero: or, The Shot Thnt
Made a FriPnd.
1064 " anil the Dent!, Stream; or, Arletta's Awful
Alternative.
101m " and "Spotted Snm"; or Trailing a Hnlfhreei!.
1066 " Scrimmage ln Mexico; or. Arletta and tl1e Vn<111ero Dnndv .
1067 " Bnlkln,r the "Bail" Men; or, Saved by tbe Clever
Chin Pe.
1068 " Lenrllng- tlw Cowboys; or, Arletta's Ftgbt Wlth
the Rustlera.
1069 " 011t"·itting the Outlaws; or, Dnnrty Dick's De1053

10'70

"

10'71

"

10'72 "
1073

"

1075

"

1076

"

1077

"

1078

l070
1080

"
u

"

1081

"

1082

"

1083

"

1084

"

1()~5

"

1086

"

1087

"

1088 "

p~:~il';;i,: lhe Pawnees; or, Arletta and the Red·
skln Pr!nce~s.
nnil "Conning Chip"; or, The Gold Gang of
the Gulch.
and the Boriler Crooks; or, Arletta and tbe
Smuggler Queen.
Flp:htini,: the Fire Fiends; or, Saving a Herd
of rattle.
nnil thP s11,,.nt Scout; or, The Sign That Saved
the 8Pttlement.
Stnkinc, n Tenderfoot; or, Arietta and tbe Grizzl,;r Benr.
.
Rnpiilg the "Ghost Dnncers"; or. Spoiling an
Indian Outhrenk.
Captnrlng a Claim: or, Arletta. and the Gold

0iri!\.1.,0

an1;;
<1wood neadshot; or, The Man Who
WM Harcl to Bpat.
R<'scuillir a Ranch man; or, Arletta and the
Renegade Cowboys.
Betrayed by a Greaser; or, Sealed in 11.n Aztec
Tomb.
Fic,ht nt the Forks; or, Arletta and the Lost
Tijmigr:1nt Trnin.
anrl th<' DPsp Prado; or, The Masked Men of the
Mountain.
Weston "\Velrome; or, Arletta'R Birthday Gift..
R~pi<l-Flre Fli:rht: or. Holding- n Cave of Golcl.•
at n Cowboy "Shindig"; or. Arletta Culling a
Blufl'.
un,1 RPnor Santo; or, The Brigands ot the
Border.
Cnlllng the Cavalry; or, Arletta's Thrllllng Ride.

Fer sale by all newad,aleu, er will be oent to any
addreu on receipt ot price, '7o 11er COllY, la money •r
11ostas-e otam111, by
HAltRY l!l. WOL"F:I', Pnbll•her, I11c.,
lH Wut 23d Street,
New Yark City

TO
SCENARIOS HOW
WRITE THEM
Prlcc 35 Cents Per Copy
'l'bls book contains all the most recent changes in the
method of construction and submission of scenarios.
Sixty Lessons, covering every phaso of scenario w1·1ting. ]'or sale by all Newsdealers and Bookstores.
If you cannot procure a copy, send us the price,
3Jj cents. in money or postage stamps, and we will
mull von one , postage free. Address
L. SENARENS, 219 Seventh Ave., New York. N . Y,

No. 25.

JIOW '.l.' O BECOi\IE A GYMNAST.-Co utai.n-

ing full directions for all kinds o! gymnastic sports and
alJ1letic exercises. EmlJracing thirty-five illustrations.
lly Professor W. Macdonald.
No . 26. 110\V TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.

-Fully illustrnted . I•'ull instructions are given in tbis
little lJook, tog,,ther with instructions on swimming and
riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 28. HOW TO '.l.'ELL FOR'.l'UNES.-Eve ry one is
desirous of knowing what his future life will bring
forth. whether happiness or mi<:ery, wenlth or poverty.
Yun ean tell by a glance at this little ·book. :Buy oue
an,l he convinced.
No. 29. HOW 'l'O BECOME AN INVENTOR-.-Eve ry
uoy ahonl<l kno_yv how invenlions origlnate<l. Tllis book
flxplalns thC'm all, giYing examples in electric·ity, hydruulic-R, mugneti~m. ovtfrs. pneurnntics, mechanics, etc.
No. 33. HOW '.l'O BEHAVE.-Contn ining the rules
and etiquPtte of good society :wd the easiest an<l rnost
approved ml'thods of appenring to good advantage nt
parties, halls, 11.Je theatre, church, and in the drawing-room.
No. 35. Ho,v TO PLAY GA)IES.-A complete and
llRC'fnl little 1Jook, containing the rules ancl regulations
of 1Jilliurds, hugutelle, hack-gammon, croquet, <lominoes,
etc.
No. :)6.

Ho,v

TO SOLVE CONUNDRU)IS.-C outaiu-

ing all the leading conundrums of the day, amusing
ricldks, curious catches and witty sayings.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SE'f TRAPS.-fuclnrling liints on how to catch moles, weasels, ottn, rat8,
squirrels and birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously
illustrated.
No , 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END )JEN'S
JOKE BOOK. -Contalning a great Ynl"iety of the latest

jokes used by the most famous end men. No amateu r
minstrels is complete "ithout tbis wonderful little hook.
No.

42.

THE

BOYS

OJ<'

NEW

YORK

STUMP-

SPJ,~AKER, - Contnining a Yaried assorhnent of stump
speeches, Negro, Dutch and Irisl1. Also end men's jok,,s.
J"u~t the thing for home amnsem,, nt ancl amatenr sbows.
No. 4/i.

THE BOYS

0.l' NEW YORK l\UNSTREL

GIDDE AND JOKE BOOK. - Something new and very
instructive. Every boy should ohtafn this 1Jook, ns it
contains full Instructions for organizing an amateur
minstrel troupe.

No. 46.

HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.

A dexcription of the wondC>rfuJ uses of electricity and
eleetro magnetism; together with full instructions for
mnking Electric Toys, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel.
A. l\I., M. D. Containingg over fifty illustrations.

-

No. 48.

JIOW TO BIDLD AND SAIL CANOES. - A

handy book for boys, containing full directions for con·
structing canoes and the most popular manner ot sailing them. Fully illustrated.
No. 49. now TO DEBATE.-Glving rules for COD•
ducting delJates, outlines for d<1bates, questions for discussion and the best sources for procuring informal.ion
on the questions given.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANDlALS.
-A:. valuable hook, giving instrurt!ons In collecting, pre•
paring, mounting and preserving 1Jlrds, animals and in•
sects.
No, 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Con•
taining explanations ot the general principles of slelghtof-hand applicable to card tricks; or card tricks with
ordinary curds, and not requiring sleight-of-hand; of
tricks inYolvlng sle ight-of-hand, or the use of specially
prepan'<i cards. Illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS. -A complete and
handy little hook, giving the rules and full directions
for playing ]luchre, Cribh1tge, Cassino, Forty-Fiv~
Rounce, P<>clro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, Au1
Fours, nncl many other popular games ot cards.
No. n6. HOW TO BECOME A.J.~ ENGINEER. - Con•
talning full instructions how to become a locomotive
engineer; 11.lao directions for building a model locomotive; together with a full description of everyfbJ.ng an
engineer should know.

For sale by all newsdeale:r-s or will be sent to
any address on receipt of price, 10 cents per copy.
in money or postage stamps, by

HARRY E. WOLJi'F, Publisher, Ine.
166 West 23d Street

N ew York

